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PREFACE     

The following is what I call an essay/memoir. It is simultane-

ously an account, largely anecdotal, of my experiences as an ele-

mentary school teacher working for the Los Angeles Unified

School District (LAUSD) and an analysis of the state of the

public educational system in Los Angeles and in the United

States as a whole. When I began this project, I hoped that this

approach would enable me to make a potentially abstract and

dry subject both more graphic and more interesting.

The piece was written in two distinct periods: Part I in 2002;

Parts II and III in 2006. When I first contemplated publishing

them together, I considered turning them into a fully unified

piece, particularly by eliminating the obvious overlap between

the end of Part I and the beginning of Part II. Both of these

deal with the question of how much the LAUSD has improved

in the years I’ve been teaching, and particularly whether the rise

in students’ scores on state tests accurately reflects the actual

functioning of the school system. Upon further consideration I

decided to leave the parts as written, since they reflect my views

at two distinct points in time, despite the repetitiveness that

results. I ask the reader’s forbearance in this and in whatever

other flaws my essay/memoir may contain.

A CONTINUATION OF MY LIFE

AS A DOG, I MEAN A TEACHER:

A CAREER IN THE LOS ANGELES
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

PART II - NOXIOUS  INTERFERENCE

INTRODUCTION

In 2002, I published an essay—part analysis, part memoir—of

my experiences as a teacher in the Los Angeles Unified School

District (LAUSD). Aside from allowing me to blow off steam (a

necessary activity in my  profession), its purpose was to offer a

view of the public school system in the United States, largely by

taking a look at the inside of the second largest school district

in the country, and more specifically by describing conditions

at the school where I worked. My intent was to present a per-

sonal take on what I believe to be the major problems plaguing

public education today: dilapidated facilities; lack of space and

the resulting overcrowding; and the longstanding shortage and

high turnover rate of teachers, caused in large part by the low

salaries we receive. All these afflictions are caused, I argued, by

the fact that the school system in the United States, like the

public sector as a whole, has been systematically starved for

funds for decades.

In this continuation of my memoir/essay, I would like to focus

on another issue affecting schools in the country: the destruc-

tive role of the educational bureaucracy. This will include a dis-

cussion of the continual abuse teachers are subjected to, an

additional cause of the national teacher shortage. As in the first

part of my piece, I do not pretend to present a fully developed,

thoroughly researched analysis. Instead, I offer a more “existen-

tial” approach: what it’s like, concretely, to be a teacher in the

public school system; a view, to paraphrase George Orwell,

from “inside the whale.”

CHANGES SINCE I BEGAN TEACHING

Before getting to the meat of this part, and at the risk of repeat-

ing some of what I wrote at the end of Part I, it is perhaps

worth presenting an assessment of at least some of what has

happened to the school system in Los Angeles since I began my

career.

As far as I can see, that is, judging largely although not exclu-

sively from the state of my own school, there has been some

progress. As mentioned in Part I, class size has been reduced in

grades kindergarten through third grade (K-3 in educationese).

More recently, the LAUSD began a substantial program of

school construction, and a few new schools have opened

recently. The state of California passed a set of “standards,” a

detailed list of concepts and skills, broken down by grade, that

each teacher is expected to teach and that each child must mas-

ter. Steps have also been taken to ensure a more unified cur-

riculum on the elementary school level, with the adoption of

mandated programs for reading, mathematics, and other sub-

jects. A substantial increase in teachers’ salaries, which has
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attracted more people into the field, combined with certain

economic and social conditions (the recession of 2000—2001, a

somewhat sluggish economy in general, and—at least in the

Los Angeles area—a significant decline in enrollment) has led

to a considerable easing of the teacher shortage. (Special educa-

tion teachers, as well as qualified teachers of science and math

on the high school level, are still in short supply.) This abate-

ment of the teacher shortage, along with an insistence on

greater (formal) qualifications of newly hired teachers, may

have resulted in some improvement in overall teacher quality.

There are now far fewer “vagabonds” in the profession, mean-

ing people trying to earn some easy money while they pursue

more desirable career goals outside of teaching. The increased

emphasis on testing (close to an obsession) has also been the

cause of some student progress, although to what extent and at

what price is arguable. Finally, as a result of a voter initiative,

the bilingual program in Los Angeles and throughout

California was eliminated in all but a very few schools, where it

is available by parental request. Given the way it was (rather,

was not) working in LA, its removal was a good thing.

(Whatever one thinks of bilingual education in theory, as actu-

ally implemented in the LAUSD it didn’t work. As I reply when

asked about it, a system that can’t teach kids to read and write

in one language can’t do so in two. Among the reasons for the

program’s failure was the lack of adequately trained bilingual

teachers. The figure I heard in reference to the LAUSD was that

90 percent of the bilingual classrooms were not taught by bilin-

gual teachers. In these classes, Spanish oral language and read-

ing were taught by a teaching assistant, often fresh out of high

school, under the supposed supervision of the English-speaking

instructor, who usually didn’t know anything about teaching

kids to read in Spanish.) 

As a result of the changes I’ve mentioned, students’ test scores

have gone up and, at least according to reports from upper

grade teachers, the children are coming into their classes better

prepared.

However, these improvements are not as substantial as they

may appear, and they may have come at a significant cost.

Scores on the state tests taken in the spring of 2006 throughout

California declined from the year before. Our school’s API

(Academic Performance Index, i.e., a school’s ranking based on

test scores) declined from 788 (out of a possible 1000) in 2005,

to 781. While not astounding, this drop is noteworthy, especial-

ly considering the fact that it was concentrated among the

Latino students; the scores of white (in our school, largely

Armenian) students went up.

In addition, although some new schools have been built, there

has been no further progress in reducing class sizes in grades

four and higher. In our school, fourth and fifth grade classes

still have up to 36 children, and it is my impression that middle

school and high school classes have 40 or more students each.

The question now is less one of space than one of money. With

declining enrollment, more rooms have become available, but

the mandated class sizes in the fourth and fifth grades and in

the middle and high schools have not been reduced. Even more

worrisome is the fact that there has been no talk, at least none

emanating from the LAUSD leadership, of addressing this

problem. The teachers’ union (UTLA—United Teachers of Los

Angeles) claims to be pushing the issue in contract negotia-

tions, but I doubt anything will come of this. At the secondary

level—where classes are huge, conditions terrible, test scores

low, and the dropout rate somewhere around 50 percent—all

the talk is about breaking down the gigantic high schools

(some with thousands of students) into smaller “learning acad-

emies.” This would be a positive step, to be sure, but unless class

sizes in these “academies” come down significantly, the creation

of such “academies” will not be enough to address the stagger-

ing problems facing secondary education in Los Angeles.

The adoption of state standards, though positive overall, has

had its downside. In the school system, very little is done in

moderation. Especially when it comes to curriculum, the

machine lurches from one extreme to another. (Some teachers

call it the “pendulum.”) So, in contrast to when I first entered

the system—when it seemed that nobody was held to any-

thing—current standards are unbelievably detailed and proba-

bly quite confusing to newer, less experienced teachers. The

reality is that you can’t do everything; there simply isn’t enough

time. In that case, what should you focus on? While certain

concepts and skills are highlighted as “key,” one effect of the

proliferation of standards is likely to be that many teachers will

stretch themselves too thin trying to cram too much stuff down

their kids’ throats, with the result that they (the kids—forget

about the teachers) won’t learn anything really well.

Richard Allen
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The adoption of a more unified curriculum has had another

negative impact, at least in some subject areas. Most significant

has been a stifling of teacher initiative (and creativity) and,

among many teachers, a decline in morale.

Although I believe the increase in teachers’ salaries, the insis-

tence on certain minimal formal qualifications, and the easing

of the teacher shortage, taken together, have improved the over-

all quality of teachers coming into the district, this may not be

so. For one thing, teacher training programs do not necessarily

prepare would-be teachers to be effective in the classroom.

Judging from the training I experienced (the LAUSD’s District

Intern Program), such programs include an unbelievable

amount of fluff, do not address the very real gaps in the overall

education of teacher trainees (such as in math and science),

and do not really train teachers how to survive and function in

our problem-ridden school system. In other words, the training

programs are vacuous and totally out of touch with reality.

Thus, the fact that someone comes into the system with a cre-

dential (that is, after having completed a certified training pro-

gram) may not mean he or she is “highly qualified,” let alone

more qualified than someone just walking in the door after

having been, say, a lawyer. For another thing, I doubt that

the salary increases have significantly reduced the high

turnover rate of new teachers.

Another reason I may be overestimating the

quality of newly hired teachers relates

to the decline in student enroll-

ment at our school. Our

enrollment has dropped, and

drastically—probably more

than the average decrease

for LAUSD as a whole. As I

mentioned in Part I, this

decline has been caused by rising

rents and the transformation of

rental units into condominiums

(which our students’ families

can’t afford to buy) in our

school neighborhood, and the

existence of better opportuni-

ties—jobs and lower home

prices and lower overall cost of

living—elsewhere. One result

of this drop in enrollment is

that, rather than hiring new

teachers, our school has had

the unwelcome task each

year of letting teachers go.

This, naturally, leaves the

more experienced teach-

ers on staff, thus increas-

ing the overall quality of

instructors. This may not

be the case—or may not be

the case to such an extent—in the

system as a whole.

There is an additional complication.

Although the decline in student enroll-

ment may have raised the level of teacher

competence throughout the district, this

effect may be temporary, due to the approach-

ing retirement of many, many teachers who

were part of the post—World War II baby

boom. (According to the LA TIMES of June

9, 2007, California officials estimate that

100,000 teachers—over one-third of the

workforce—will retire over the next

decade.) As substantial numbers of them

(us) leave the system, the teacher short-

age may well get worse, and the overall

quality of the teaching staff may well

decline once again as younger, less experi-

enced teachers take the retirees’ places.

Moreover, while I believe students are progressing better

than they have in the past, this progress may be exaggerated by
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the improvement in test scores. I discussed some of the reasons

for this in the first part of this essay and they still apply. For one

thing, at least a part of the rise in scores may merely be the

result of pushing students harder. To a degree, this may not be

bad; the kids could use some pushing. But if this is overdone, it

could be at a price. Too much pushing in the lower grades can

lead to burnout down the road. As an example, kindergarten,

the grade I taught for 12 years, used to be a time for a lot of

playing, which the kids need. They need the fun, of course, but

they also need the opportunity to develop the cognitive, physi-

cal, and social skills that play provides. Now—with the “pacing

plans” teachers are obligated to follow, the curricula (good or

bad) in many subject areas they are required to use, and the

excessive testing they must do (yes, testing in kindergarten)—

who can afford to let their students play very much? This can’t

be good for the kids (or the teachers).

Another reason that test scores may overestimate actual student

achievement is that as the pressure to raise test scores intensi-

fies, teachers are resorting more than ever to “teaching to the

test,” that is, focusing on those concepts and skills—along with

specific types of question—that, judging from the past, are like-

ly to be emphasized on the exams. Some outsiders might be

critical of teachers for this, but it’s easy to point fingers when

you are not on the hot seat. If you were being evaluated by your

administrators, the parents of your students, and your fellow

teachers (test scores are often made public to the entire faculty

of a school), you might feel differently. It also isn’t as if the con-

cepts and skills, etc., that one is emphasizing  (“teaching to”)

are inappropriate for the students to learn. They usually are

important, but perhaps without the constant stress on test

scores, one might not spend as much time on them as one does.

In addition, the heavy emphasis on testing and test scores has

definitely encouraged teachers to spend less time on other sub-

jects, specifically those that have not (yet) been subject to test-

ing. I am speaking primarily of the arts (music, the graphic arts,

drama), physical education, and the other subject areas that are

essential to teaching what one very experienced (I’m talking

about 40 years) teacher at my school calls the “whole child.” If

the test maniacs in the educational bureaucracy do get around

to mandating testing in these areas, I suspect that the children

will not perform well in these now-ignored subject areas, and

that this will bring down overall scores.

Lastly, some of the increase in test scores may well be the

result of a change in the attitude toward retaining struggling

students. As I discussed in Part I, when I began teaching in

1994, virtually all students were promoted to the next grade

regardless of whether they had mastered their current curricu-

lum. This policy was necessary, it was argued, to avoid damag-

ing the children’s self-esteem. However, such an approach

tended to depress test scores because many students were

being tested on material that was over their heads, that is, on

the subject matter of the grades to which they had been

(improperly, in my opinion) promoted. When principals fig-

ured this out, many reversed course and instituted a policy of

militant retention: any children not clearly meeting the official

goals for their current grade level in at least the key areas

(reading and math) were automatically retained. While this

was probably good for all concerned, it also led to a more

rapid rise in test scores than would have been the case had

such an approach been in place all along.

Given the failure to deal with the fundamental issues affecting

the system, it was only a matter of time, it seemed to me,

before the test score curve would flatten out and decline.

Which it has. In other words, to refer to the analogy I used in

Part I, one can go only so far in an old jalopy that’s been

patched up many times.

THE BUREAUCRACY

Behind the problems plaguing the school system that were ana-

lyzed in Part I is another that loomed in the shadows of the

entire discussion. This is the educational bureaucracy, the

humongous machine that claims to lead our system of public

education.

When I refer to the bureaucracy, I mean, first of all, the educa-

tional “establishment,” beginning with local school boards and

district bureaucracies and the state and national departments

of education. I also include in this term the various institu-

tions that surround and live off the school system: the depart-

ments of education at the university and college level; the

publishers of educational materials, including the reading and

math programs we are obligated to use; and the private outfits

that specialize in various aspects of teacher training. On the
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broadest level, I also include the politicians, corporate leaders,

and bureaucrats—the political and corporate elite as a

whole—who are ultimately responsible (because they have the

authority and the power) for the present abysmal state of the

public school system. However, I would like to focus on the

educational elephant that I and my colleagues have grappled

with on a daily basis, the Los Angeles Unified School District,

the LAUSD.

MAMMOTH-SIZED

One of the most striking things about the LAUSD is its size.

The LAUSD is the second largest school district in the coun-

try. (New York City’s is the first.) In 2002, it purported to edu-

cate around 748,000 children and 159,000 adult students and

had a budget of $9.8 billion (comparable to the gross nation-

al product of Costa Rica). (All these statistics and examples

come from an article by Solomon Moore, published in the LA

TIMES of August 11, 2002.) There are somewhat fewer stu-

dents in the system today, but there are still a heck of a lot of

kids struggling under the LAUSD’s not-so-benevolent regime.

In addition to Los Angeles, the LAUSD encompasses, in whole

or in part, 25 cities. If it were ranked as a corporation in the

list of the FORTUNE 500 with its budget considered as rev-

enue, it would come in at 196. If its budget were counted as

gross national product, it would rank 85th among the nations

of the world. It covers 703 square miles and employs some-

where in the neighborhood of 85,000 people. One reason I

put it this way is because, according to a 1999 audit conducted

by L&L Fuller, Inc., “the LAUSD does not know how many

employees it has working in what positions at any given time,

or how much they get paid.” Every year, the district purchases

1,766,100 rolls of toilet paper, 2,273,900 combination spoons

and forks (called “sporks”), and 51,660,100 pints of milk. The

district has more than 50 discrete computer databases, as well

as offices full of student records on paper and microfiche that

have never been computerized. It cannot keep track of all its

supplies nor its 6,000 distinct financial accounts in “real time.”

It is able to determine its actual, as opposed to its estimated,

expenses only once every quarter. One year when the district

claimed it did not have enough money to offer teachers a

raise, under prodding from the union it “discovered” $228

million it didn’t know it had. Overall, the district’s data sys-

tems are so obsolete that it would take years and millions of

dollars to update them. Despite its size and inefficiency, the

LAUSD has managed to defeat all attempts to break it up. In

an effort to ease the pressure, the district reorganized itself

into 11, and then 8, mini-districts, with separate officials,

offices, and staff. Although the reorganization was trumpeted

as a way to make the district more responsive to local commu-

nities and to cut down on the number of administrators, the

net results in these areas have been negligible. As far as I can

tell, neither rank-and-file teachers nor parents (let alone the

students) have noticed an iota of difference in the district’s

response to our needs (needs, what needs?), while the reshuf-

fling added over 500 new administrative jobs.

(Since 2002, when Moore’s article was published, many of the

numbers it cites may have changed and the district may have

incrementally improved its functioning, but the overall pic-

ture is undoubtedly the same.)

As these facts suggest, the district is characterized by ineffi-

ciency and incompetence, despite the “economies of scale”

that supposedly come with size. Here anecdotes may be

instructive as well as enjoyable.

SOME STORIES

Several years ago, a fire drill was held at our school when the

children in two of our kindergarten classes were outside play-

ing in the K yard in front of the school. Neither the kids nor

the two teachers supervising  them, one of whom was me,

heard the bell. Since this seemed like a safety hazard, we com-

plained and then forgot about it. Many, many months later, a

bell was installed on the exterior wall, and we were able to

hear it when we were outside. Still more months later, some-

body from “downtown” visited the school (I’m not sure who

he was or what he was there for; it might have been a safety

inspection). He noticed the bell and asked my colleague how

long it had taken for it to be installed from the time we had

requested it. The teacher replied “about a year,” at which point

the inspector commented, “That sounds about right.”

Another story. When the state mandated that the maximum

class size for kindergarten be reduced from 33 to 20 students

per class (this was eventually to encompass grades K through

3), our school didn’t have enough classrooms. After having us
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improvise the first year (an additional teacher was hired who

was shared among the K classes, each still with 33 kids, thus

fulfilling, pro forma, the requirement of 20 students per

teacher), someone in the LAUSD bureaucracy decided to

divide one of the existing K classrooms into two smaller

rooms. This meant, first, enlarging the room by tearing down

one wall and building a new one in what had been a work-

space for the kindergarten teachers. (This turned the work

area into little more than a corridor.) It also meant reinforcing

the ceiling to enable it to support a massive soundproof slid-

ing partition that would divide the enlarged classroom into

two smaller (tiny, actually) ones. Typically, just to plan the

project required many trips by a horde of inspectors. I

remember several of them.

One man came into the work area when I was preparing for my

class. He was holding and pondering a large map. He pointed

south and said to me, “That’s north, right?” “No,” I said, “that’s

south,” and, nodding in the opposite direction, I added, “That’s

north.” Somewhat confused, he responded, “But it says here on

the map that that’s [pointing south again] north.” Getting

annoyed (he was interrupting my prep time), I retorted, “Turn

the map around! Take my word for it, that [pointing the other

way] is north; we can go outside and look at

the sun, which should be nearly due south at

this moment, if you want to.” He finally figured

it out and left.

Several weeks later, another guy from down-

town showed up. He too had a map. Pointing

south, he said to me, “That’s north, right?”

Rolling my eyes, I indicated the opposite

direction and said, “No, that’s north.” He then

said, “But it says here on the map...” Getting

exasperated, I said, “Turn the map around,”

and again pointing north, I nearly screamed

at him, “THAT’S NORTH!” Needless to say, I

was not sanguine about how the project was

going to turn out.

Still more weeks later, additional men arrived,

this time a whole troop, seven or eight, I think.

I was in the class with my (33) kids trying to

teach them something (oh that) when these

men, without knocking and without asking whether this was a

good time to enter, just barged in and stood among the chil-

dren as if they weren’t there, pointing in various directions and

talking loudly to each other. I was ready to start yelling (“North

is over there, you morons!”), but worried about keeping my

job, I held my tongue till they left. (How many LAUSD inspec-

tors does it take to change a light bulb...?)

When the new wall was finally built and the enlarged room was

divided, the results were about what you’d expect. The suppos-

edly soundproof sliding partition wasn’t, and the new carpet

was so cheap that when anything got spilled on it (such as

urine), it left a permanent stain. To make things worse, the

geniuses who handled the project had forgotten to reconfigure

the heating/air conditioning system and to install separate con-

trols. As a result, one room was hot while the other was cold,

and vice versa, and there was no way to adjust the system so

that all the kids (and teachers) in both classes were comfortable

at the same time. As it turned out, it was all for nothing. As our

school’s enrollment dropped, we no longer needed the extra

room. Now, one of the K classes has a cavernous space at its

disposal, and the teachers lost a work area. (At least somebody

learned where north is... I think.)
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Like most bureaucracies, the LAUSD has an inherent tendency

to punish individual initiative, to squelch the urge to do a good

job and/or take on additional work. I live near my school and

see an optometrist in the area. He’s a nice guy, and knowing

that I’m a teacher, he told me the following story during one of

my visits. He has a friend, he said, who’s a licensed electrician.

The man had his own electrical contracting business but was

unable to make a go of it and landed a job working for the

LAUSD. On his first day, he got a work order to handle some

kind of repair at a school. Although the order implied that the

job would last the whole day, he finished

early. He happened to notice that a young

teacher across the hall was having trouble

with the door to her classroom. He

offered his services and fixed it. The

teacher was thrilled and so thankful for

the (unusually) prompt attention that she

asked for his name and phoned, or wrote

a letter, downtown to commend the man

to his supervisors. Instead of being

praised, the man was “written up” (that is,

disciplined) for doing work that was not

mandated by the work order. Now when

he’s sent out on a job and gets done early

(the work orders always overestimate the

time it takes to complete an assignment),

he goes out for coffee and doughnuts to kill the rest of the day,

just like the other people in his department.

Of course, these are minor incidents, hardly worth mentioning

except for their humor interest. There are more serious exam-

ples of the LAUSD’s incompetence. In Part I of this essay, I

mentioned the fact that several years ago the district missed out

on several million dollars made available by a voter-approved

bond issue because it was unable to get its paperwork in on

time. After several years of practice, it finally managed to

improve its performance. (Even a blind pig can eventually find

its way to the trough.)

Of comparable import was the way the district used to handle

teachers’ salaries. In the LAUSD, teacher salaries (within the

overall guidelines set by the contract with the union) are largely

determined by teachers’ positions in a two-dimensional grid.

Going across the grid, salaries are set by how many years a

teacher has worked for the district. Every year, up to a certain

maximum, teachers get a yearly increment, with additional

increments every five years. Salaries also depend on how many

“professional development” credits teachers have—that is, how

many postgraduate courses they’ve taken, and/or how many

other supposedly skill- or knowledge-enhancing activities, such

as conferences, they’ve participated in. Every 14 units/credits,

the individual teacher moves (downward on the two-dimen-

sional grid) to a new “schedule,” which determines her/his

salary based on her/his seniority. (There are additional factors,

such as differentials for specific academic degrees, etc., but I will

ignore these here.) Since the base pay, even with accrued senior-

ity, is so low, most teachers take classes—some given by the dis-

trict, some by other institutions—or engage in other activities

that give them the units that enable them to move to the high-

er-paying “schedules” on the salary grid.

To get credit for a class, for example, you must fill out a form—

indicating the course’s name, the institution under whose aus-

pices it was taken, the dates of the course, and how many credits

it entailed—have the principal at your school sign it, and take

or mail it down to the “Salary Allocation Unit” at district head-

quarters. (I always took mine down there personally so I’d have

proof that I had actually turned it in.) There, usually after sign-

ing in and waiting for one of their energetic employees to notice

you, you submit your form. Ideally, the information would

immediately be logged in your file, so that in the event you’ve
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reached a new schedule, you would get paid your new salary

on your next paycheck. But, as we all know, the real world is

not the ideal one. For some reason (presumably the backlog of

forms waiting to be logged in, combined with the procedures

and overall work ethic of the LAUSD bureaucracy), it would

take months (often, nearly a year) for the little bit of data indi-

cated on your form to get entered into your file. In the past,

teachers were not moved to the new schedule on the salary

scale until this information was officially entered into their files,

which was, as I’ve indicated, a great while after they had com-

pleted their courses. As a result, teachers were being cheated out

of substantial amounts of money simply because of the dis-

trict’s incompetence. In fact, the district had a positive incentive

not to improve the efficiency of the Salary Allocation Unit,

since the longer it took to process the forms, the later the teach-

ers who were to move to the next schedule received their new,

higher salaries, and the more money was left to the LAUSD.

Eventually the union made an issue of this, forcing the district

to credit the new increases from the date teachers submit their

forms instead of from the date the district employees finally get

around to entering the credits into the teachers’ files. It still takes

a long time for the district to enter the information and for

teachers to get their salary increases, but now, after the district

enters the data and we ultimately start receiving our new

salaries, we get a separate check in the mail, which gives us the

increments that we are owed (but not, of course, the additional

interest we

might have earned

had we had the money during

that period, assuming that any of us

could have saved any of it).

The incompetence and wastefulness of the bureaucracy extend

to almost every aspect of its functioning. Another example is

its handling of the purchasing of instructional materials. In

the late ’90s, administrators and teachers at our school (and

many others, perhaps even all of the elementary schools in the

district) were told that we had to buy a new “reading series.”

This is a set of instructional programs, one for each grade,

created and produced by an educational publisher, designed

to help teachers develop our students’ reading, writing, and

oral language skills. It didn’t matter if the teachers at the

schools given the order were satisfied with the reading series

they had been using. Somebody, somewhere, made the deci-

sion that the old series was no good—obsolete or whatever—

and that we had to get a new one. Moreover, we were not

allowed to consider all the reading series that were available at

that time. Instead, we were given a list of (I think) four pub-

lishers whose programs had been approved by the state, and

we had to choose from these.

I don’t remember whether the process occurred over the course

of one day or two, but, whatever it was, during this time we

spent hours listening to the representatives of each publisher

present their materials and explain to us why their reading

series was better than the others and why we should buy it. Now

when I went to school, it seemed to me that our “reading pro-
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grams” were pretty basic. We had what were known as “basal

readers.” These were books, one or more per grade, consisting

of little stories. Each story utilized a very controlled vocabulary

and sentence structure, while the stories increased in difficulty

as one went through the book(s). (Some of you might remem-

ber DICK AND JANE.) I think we also had workbooks that

went along with the readers and, I suppose, a teacher’s manual

for each book or grade. (It’s possible that the programs were

more elaborate than that, but I don’t think so.) Today, in con-

trast, reading series are highly elaborate productions with all

sorts of supplementary materials: big books teachers can hold

up and read to the students, little books for the kids to read

themselves in class, throwaway copies the students can take

home, workbooks, letter cards, word cards, picture cards,

charts, transparencies for overhead projectors, audio tapes, etc.,

etc., not to mention the elaborate Teachers’ Guides, all done up

very elaborately with attractive color pictures and covers. Not

surprisingly, these programs cost a lot of money.

After listening to the publishers’ reps give their spiels, and after

having some additional time to look at all the materials on dis-

play, we were required to vote on which program we wished to

buy. As it happened, the lower grade teachers preferred one

program, whereas the upper grade teachers wanted another. But

since the staff had been told that we had to purchase one and

only one program for the entire school (the programs are sup-

posedly so highly integrated that if we chose different programs

for different grades the children would somehow miss out on

learning crucial concepts and skills), somebody had to compro-

mise. The upper grade teachers, to their credit, agreed to order

the program preferred by those teaching the lower grades, and

this is what the school purchased. Probably not surprisingly, it

turned out to be the one with the prettiest, most elaborate sup-

plemental materials (aka bells and whistles). If I remember cor-

rectly, our school spent $120,000 for the program, not counting

our pay for the day (or days) we spent choosing it or the cost to

have all of us “trained” in it, which training occurred over sev-

eral more days, during which we, and the trainers, were also

paid. (Most of this so-called training is inane; what is usually

done over two to five days could probably be covered in a cou-

ple of hours if somebody made the effort. But since everybody’s

making money, who’s going to complain, right?)

Although I didn’t particularly care for the program on the K

level (in case you haven’t figured it out, I don’t like anything,

really), most of the teachers at our school were happy with the

series, and most important from the district’s point of view,

the reading scores of our students on the state tests went up.

Despite this, two years later we were informed that the pro-

gram we had just spent over $120,000 on was no longer on the

state’s approved list (apparently, it didn’t cover all of

California’s newly adopted “standards”) and that we had to

purchase yet another one. So, over $120,000 worth of books

and other stuff was rendered obsolete—virtually useless—

overnight. Most of the program materials wound up in the

school’s basement, where it remained until much later, when

the fire marshals inspecting the premises told us that all that

stuff was a fire hazard, and we had to junk (hopefully, recycle)

it. Now, multiply the amount of money our school spent on

the relatively new but now discarded reading series (never

mind the even older program that was still good) by the num-

ber of other elementary schools in the district, and perhaps

throughout the rest of California, that had the same experi-

ence, and one can get an inkling of the amount of money (and

time) that is wasted by the educational bureaucracy. (So much

for the economies of scale.) Please forgive me for wondering

whether some additional money didn’t change hands to influ-

ence the district’s and/or state’s decisions in this matter. As if

this weren’t enough, we had a similar experience with the

selection of a new mathematics program at about the same

time. And since then, we’ve gotten yet another math program

and have had to discard still more stuff. (That’s a lot of trees.)

Not all the waste is monetary. Despite how it may seem to the

bureaucrats, no reading or math program is perfect. One can’t

just open the teachers’ manual to the first page and go through

it, word by word, sentence by sentence, section by section, and

expect every child to learn what she/he is supposed to. Even

where the programs are generally appropriate to the students

one is teaching—taking into account the children’s socioeco-

nomic status, what kind of prior exposure they’ve had, whether

they know English, how much support they get at home, etc.—

they still need to be tweaked (the programs, not the kids)—

modified, adapted, supplemented—to work effectively. Any

given program may not be challenging enough for the quicker

children and/or may not provide enough reinforcement and

review for the slower ones; its approach to teaching any specific

skill may be inadequate; it may omit some crucial concepts, etc.
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Because of this, teachers have to learn how to use a program

effectively, and this isn’t a matter of the “official” training one

always gets when a new series is adopted/imposed. It takes time,

at least a year, usually two or more, until teachers get truly

knowledgeable about, and comfortable with, a specific pro-

gram. And the students the teachers have in their classes during

this time are generally not going to progress as well as the chil-

dren the teachers have when they’ve got the program down. In

a sense, the system is experimenting with the kids. Ultimately,

just when the teachers fully understand, and know how to uti-

lize, a given program, a new one is imposed and the process

starts all over again.

It is often not clear, certainly not to me, exactly who is respon-

sible for these decisions and the incredible waste they entail; is

it the LAUSD or the state Department of Education? But this is

one of the ways bureaucracy works. It’s divided into so many

pieces—each of which has its own mandate and distinct inter-

ests, and communicates poorly with the others—that the effect

is something close to chaos. And since its personnel, at least at

the top, turn over so often, there’s no institutional memory and

no one to take responsibility for anything. It’s always the “other

guy’s” fault. This is one of the reasons the teachers, with little

voice, even less power, and no status (at least within the sys-

tem), are blamed for everything.

The history of a computerized reading program that was

implemented in many elementary schools in the district offers

another example of bureaucratic inefficiency. This was a pet

project of then LA mayor Richard Riordan. The LAUSD spent a

lot of money (several million, I suspect) buying the hardware,

software, service contracts, supplemental materials, and (you

guessed it) teacher training that made up this program. Inside

the classroom, the program (for grades K through 2, if I

remember correctly) entailed having the children take turns

during instructional time (that is, when the teachers were try-

ing to teach language/reading, mathematics, and other subjects)

going to the computers (we had three) to work on their reading

skills for 20 minutes each day. An important feature was that

the programs were designed to allow the children to progress at

their own rate. Sounds good, doesn’t it?

There were problems from the beginning. For one thing, the

children who were not on the computers kept turning away

from the teacher to look at the computer monitors to see

whether their names or pictures were being displayed, which

meant that it was their turn to go to the computers. In fact,

even after they had completed their sessions, the children still

kept looking at the screens because what was there was much

more interesting than a boring teacher trying to teach boring

skills via a boring reading (or math, or whatever) program. (It

was like TV or a video game.)

To make matters worse, teachers had previously been told that

all children had to participate in the entirety of the directed les-

sons of the mandated reading program. The bureaucrats also

insisted that every child had to spend at least 20 minutes at the

computers each day. Given the fact that the K classes were then

on a traditional half-day schedule, and given the time required

for recess, lunch, and all the transitions (e.g., cleaning the

room, getting lined up, putting on coats and jackets to go out-

side or to go home), there was no way the K teachers could ful-

fill both orders. (This is typical of the school system. It is literal-

ly impossible to do everything the bureaucracy demands.) I

don’t know how that issue was resolved, but we had a great deal

of difficulty keeping track of which student had heard or not

heard which part of which lesson, who had done or not done

such and such an assignment, who had or had not had a turn

at the computers, etc.

Causing further headaches was the fact that the computerized

program was not in any way dovetailed with the regular read-

ing program in terms of the sequence and methods of teaching

the concepts and skills (letters, letter sounds, sight words,

rhyming words, etc.) that the kids were to learn. In fact, in

some ways the programs were in direct conflict. For example,

the official reading program for kindergarten spends consider-

able effort trying to teach the kids the ABC song in a different

way than they (and we) learned it. Instead of LMNOP...Q the

new version goes LMN...OPQ; this is supposed to teach the

children how to discriminate the letters LMNOP, which many

kids think is one letter, or maybe two or three, when they can

even say the sequence correctly at all. (How many “experts” did

it take, how long did it take them, and how much were they

paid to come up with the new song?) Even with the new ver-

sion, which never completely replaces the old tune in their

heads, the children are still confused about LMNOP. But the

computerized reading program, in contrast, has the kids sing
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the song the old way. So, which one are they supposed to learn?

(As if it really matters.) Likewise, the official program goes to

some effort to teach the children to write the letters according

to one procedure, top to bottom, left to right. The computerized

program teaches them a different way. Etc., etc.

Not to mention that the computers would periodically freeze or

otherwise malfunction and the teachers would have to stop

whatever they were doing (like teaching) to try to fix them.

Often we couldn’t, and we had to call in either our school’s

technology expert or the outfit that had the service contract to

repair the computers, which might take several days. One year,

all three computers in my class froze at the same time. When

the repairman came and looked at them, he said the only way

he could unfreeze them (or whatever the technical term is) was

to eliminate all the data from the computers, including my

name, all the kids’ names, and the records of how far each child

had gotten in the program. All that stuff was erased.

Fortunately, the technology expert at our school was able to get

my name back into the computer, so I could reenter all the chil-

dren’s names and they could use the program once again.

However, they all had to start over from the beginning. A few

weeks later, the same thing happened: all the computers froze.

The repair guy erased everything, but this time our technology

person couldn’t remember how to reenter my name into the

computers, so I wasn’t able to enter my kids’ names and they

weren’t able to use the program for the rest of the year. Which

was fine with me.

Eventually, two years or so after we had started the program,

we received a memo from the district. Somebody had discov-

ered that not only was the program not helping the children, it

was actually interfering with instructional time (duh!) and

thus having a negative impact on the kids’ progress. We were
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puters during directed lessons. The program was to be used

only during play time, and then only for those students who

needed remedial help.

Of course, we teachers could have told them this from the

beginning, but nobody would have listened to us. (In fact,

some of us tried, and nobody did.) Instead of having God-

knows-how-many classrooms in how many schools buy the

program with all its paraphernalia, it might have made more

sense to try it out in a few schools and get feedback from the

teachers before spending all that cash and wasting all that

time and energy. But as we know, the bureaucracy is always

right whatever it does and whenever it is doing it, even if it is

counterproductive and a waste of resources, and even if it is

directly contrary to what it was doing the previous year or

will be doing a year or two down the road. The old Soviet

economy—indeed, the entire society—functioned like this,

and look what happened to it. (You mean, there’s hope?) I

believe that Riordan, the inspiration for the decision to adopt

the program, went on to become, at least for a while, a big

shot in the state’s education department, helping to solve the

education crisis in California.

Of course, one cannot discuss the question of incompetence

and waste involving the LAUSD without referring to the

Belmont High School scandal. As I mentioned in the first part

of this essay, the construction of this already very expensive

new high school near downtown Los Angeles was halted after it

was discovered that the site leaked toxic fumes. After much to-

ing and fro-ing on this issue—many discussions, more studies

conducted, more consultants consulted, and more money

spent—the district decided to go ahead and complete the

school, presumably with adequate measures to protect the

health of the students and staff. . . until it was discovered that

the project sits atop of a significant “thrust fault” and is there-

fore threatened by a possible earthquake and a catastrophic

release (not just a leak) of toxic gases. You’d think that someone

would have thought to look into this beforehand. This is south-

ern California, aka earthquake land, after all. (Hey, which way is

north?) As far as I’ve heard, the Belmont project is going for-

ward, now to be the site of new “learning academies.” (I don’t

know what’s happened to the toxic fumes. Maybe we won’t

have an earthquake for a while.)

FEEDBACK  SHMEEDBACK

One of the things the computerized reading program episode

reveals is the absolute lack of meaningful feedback mechanisms

in the LAUSD. The operative word here is “meaningful.”

Because, yes, there are some mechanisms in place to give vari-

ous employees (including the teachers) and others involved in

the system (such as the parents—but not, at least on the ele-

mentary school level, the children) some input into the run-

ning of the system. But the feedback mechanisms are very few,

and they are not, to repeat the word, meaningful. For example,

we have two councils at our school: one is called the Leadership

Council, which consists, I think, of administrators and teachers,

along with a parent representative (or representatives); the

other is the School Site Council, whose precise composition I

do not know—I think there are more parents and fewer teach-

ers on it, but I’m not sure. I’m also not clear on what the dis-

tinct purviews of these councils are, even though I was on the

Leadership Council for several years. (I usually tried to fight the

urge to sleep, but sometimes managed to get in a few naps. I

also did an occasional crossword puzzle.) This set-up is part of

what is called “School-Based Management.” Though we (the

Leadership Council) discussed and voted on a good many

issues, very few of them were (here I go again) meaningful. It’s

more like somebody else decides we’re going to have so many

days of “professional development” (whether any of us want it

or think it useful or even interesting), and we get to decide the

precise days on which we are to have it. Or, someone decides

we’re going to have two earthquake-preparedness drills and we

are directed to choose on which days they will occur. We do

decide certain budgetary issues, but the funds are so limited

(we don’t even have a nurse on site every day of the week and

our budget for classroom aides has been cut to the bone) and

they are so earmarked for specific purposes (there are “categor-

ical” funds, “governor’s initiative” funds, etc.—don’t ask me

what these terms mean) that our decisions are very circum-

scribed. I, for one, was never able to follow such discussions (it

was my own fault, of course, because I was too busy nodding

off or doing a crossword puzzle). Do you remember the old

saying, They tell us to jump and we ask, “How high?” On the

Leadership Council, it felt much more like, They tell us to wipe

our behinds and we ask, “Which hand should we use?” (I hope

fastidious readers will forgive me that one.) 
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In truth, we have no say over anything that really matters: cur-

riculum, pacing plans, testing, class sizes, whether or not we

need math or literacy coaches, etc. (Our school, because of

our declining enrollment, has several empty classrooms.

Meanwhile, our upper (fourth and fifth) grade classes have 36

or so students in them. Do we have the power to divide up

those classes, hire additional teachers, set up new classes in the

empty rooms, and thus lower the class sizes across the board

for those grades and give the upper grade teachers and stu-

dents a break? Don’t be ridiculous!) Actually, I’m stretching

the truth here (as usual). We do have some control over cur-

riculum. As is implied by our selection of reading programs,

we are indeed given a choice in the matter. But the reality is

that our options are so limited (only certain reading programs

meet all the state’s criteria, for example) that we have little

power at all. Technically, we did choose our current reading

program. After the program we so had laboriously selected (in

the process I so laboriously described) was declared obsolete

(you recall that we had no say in that decision), we were

ordered to choose a new one. On a certain day, a team of

teachers was scrounged up. (No one was elected; the team was

made up of people who happened to be around at that

moment and didn’t beg off when asked by the principal.)

When we got downtown (I wasn’t quick or decisive enough to

refuse), we were shown a very few items of the, I think it was

three, programs from which we were allowed to choose. Most

of the materials from each of the programs were not there

(whether by accident or by design), so it was quite impossible

to make an intelligent decision. We were saved the agony of

that by being very strongly steered toward the Open Court

program, which, not surprisingly, we picked. (So, did we or

did we not have meaningful input into the selection process?) 

You’d think that in this business (or whatever it is), one that

involves people at all levels—parents, students, teachers, admin-

istrators, functionaries—the top bureaucrats would want feed-

back, would want to know what’s happening at various levels of

the hierarchy, would want to know what’s working (meaning,

helping the children learn?) and what isn’t, what needs to be

changed and how, whether people are happy and throwing

themselves into their work or grumbling and just going

through the motions. Even the big corporations (some of them,

at least) have feedback mechanisms through which they can

find out how to increase production, how to improve quality,

how to raise productivity and cut costs, and how to assess

employee morale. But the Board of Education and the top

LAUSD bureaucrats don’t want to know anything about this.

They know everything; their minds are made up, so don’t con-

fuse them with facts (let alone somebody else’s opinion).

But the rhetoric is certainly there. In various “mission state-

ments,” documents describing the LAUSD’s ethics, presenta-

tions from administrators, memos, and videos, we hear all

about the need for collaboration and cooperation, the need to

respect differences and value diversity, how we are all part of a

team committed to helping the children learn to become cre-

ative thinkers and active, intelligent, and informed members of

the community who give back more than they take, etc., etc.

But as I’ve indicated, this is empty chatter. Nobody at the top of

the heap really wants to know what parents, teachers, and stu-

dents think about anything. We are ignored, ordered about, and

insulted, with some saccharine language thrown in. Can we

actually decide that all this testing is disruptive and destructive

to teaching, and dispense with it? Can we decide that class sizes

in grades 4—12 are way too high and should be lowered? Can

we decide that a given program is not appropriate to the chil-

dren’s needs and should be junked? Can we decide that such

and such an administrator is effective and needs to be recog-

nized, but another one is horrible and should be gotten rid of?

Don’t even think about it.

The contradiction between rhetoric and reality reveals itself in

the district’s professional development activities. When our

latest math program was adopted (I don’t remember voting

on this), we were required to attend two professional develop-

ment sessions. One was offered by the publisher in an old

hotel in Hollywood. That one was surprisingly refreshing.

True, it was thin, but at least the trainers didn’t try to bam-

boozle us into thinking that only their program was based on

the latest research, that all other programs were obsolete, and

that their program alone was capable of teaching kids math.

Instead, they tried to familiarize us with how the program was

structured and how to use it. In short, they were pleasant and
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unpretentious.

(One experience during this event particularly stands out in

my mind, though. At the beginning of each session, the train-

ers engaged the teachers —all from elementary schools—in

little mathematical exercises (simple arithmetic problems) that

we were supposed to do in our heads. The trainers would

announce, for example, “seventeen plus eighteen minus three

divided by two,” and the teachers were supposed to come up

with an answer without resorting to pencil and paper. This

activity was designed to “model” something the teachers might

do with their own students. I was surprised by two things.

First, many (most?) of the teachers present couldn’t do these

simple problems without writing them down. Second, one

problem gave almost all of them trouble. This was: “thirty

divided by one-half plus seventeen.” The answer, 77, was

beyond most of the teachers. They didn’t understand the dif-

ference between multiplying 30 by 1/2 and dividing 30 by 1/2,

and they didn’t know how to perform the latter operation,

which the trainers had to explain. This revealed to me that the

basic knowledge of many, many teachers is severely deficient.

It also suggested that many teacher training programs and

much of the district’s professional development suffer from

misplaced emphasis. The time taken up by the workshop we

were attending, for example, would have been much better

spent reviewing some basic math. If the educators don’t really

understand a subject, how can they teach it effectively?)

The second professional development session for the new

math program was less successful. Organized by the district,

the training took place at the Convention Center downtown

and involved hundreds, perhaps thousands, of teachers. For

the elementary school teachers, the event involved three work-

shops that we attended in rotation. The first workshop, led by

three young teachers, entailed doing an initial problem, then

listening to a presentation on the history of numbers. Before

the problem was presented, we were treated to a brief intro-

duction of the district’s philosophy of teaching mathematics.

Specifically, we were urged to remember that it was most
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important to “teach for understanding,” Specifically, it is not

enough for our students to be able to get the right answer to

any particular problem; if anything, that was least important.

More crucial, each child needs to be able to explain how he/she

arrived at the answer, what procedures he/she used to get the

answer, and why he/she chose them. Also, we are to make sure

that our students recognize the legitimacy of different methods

of solving problems. We were therefore instructed to encourage

our students to ask questions, to disagree, and to propose and

argue for alternative methods. Finally, we were told, the presen-

tations in our workshop were designed to “model” the desired

approach, that is, to demonstrate how we are to encourage this

type of creative thinking.

After this introduction, one of the trainers presented us with

the problem. This was, that if we were each given 27 presents,

all in the shape of cubes of the same size, how would we wrap

them—individually, in two or more groups, or in one group—

and in what configuration would we arrange them, to minimize

the amount of wrapping paper we would need. After giving the

question some thought, my table partner (the other male

kindergarten teacher at my school) and I decided that the key

was to minimize the exposed surface area of the presents (the

cubes) or, conversely, to maximize the number of sides of the

cubes that would face/touch each other. We then deduced that

to do this, the best procedure would be to put all the presents

together to make one big cube with the dimensions 3 x 3 x 3

and then to wrap that. Using the toy cubes (manipulatives) that

we had been given, we checked various possible arrangements

to make sure we were right, and we waited. And waited. And

waited. Nobody else in the room came up with an answer, any

answer. Several teachers pleaded with the presenter to tell them

what the solution was, but he refused, urging them to keep try-

ing. Eventually, he relented and asked if anyone had an answer.

I raised my hand and was called on. I announced that the solu-

tion was a large cube, three little cubes in each dimension. I

then expected to be asked how my partner and I had come to

that conclusion (that is, to be asked what procedure we had

used to solve the problem), whereupon the presenter would ask

others to suggest alternative ways to approach it. That, and not

the right answer, was supposed to be the point, remember?

After acknowledging that our answer was correct, then waiting

for the oohs and aahs to subside, the presenter turned to the

next item on the agenda. No discussion of how my colleague

and I had come up with our solution. No discussion of, or

requests for, alternative methods. He didn’t even explain how he

would have solved the problem. The clock was ticking and we

had to move on to the next part of the session.

This was a presentation, offered by another one of the trainers,

about the history of numbers—how numbers have been writ-

ten over the ages and how our modern system of numerals

evolved. After the talk, I raised my hand to take issue with one

of the things the man had said. But he brushed my comments

aside with a wave of his hand and a “We don’t have time to get

into that now.” So much for encouraging questions, critical

thinking, and creativity.

Another event that occurred at our training is even more

revealing of the gap between rhetoric and reality in the district.

At the beginning of another session (on computer technology

for teaching math), a woman rose to speak. I believe she was

the head all mathematics instruction for the LAUSD. She intro-

duced her talk with something like, “If you’re looking for

answers to questions about algebra, geometry, trigonometry or

calculus, don’t ask me, because I don’t know.” (This really hap-

pened.) She then went on to brag about how rigorous

California new standards for math instruction were, how much

tougher they were than other states’, how wonderful California

was for adopting them, and how much was expected of us

teachers to teach the kids all this stuff. I don’t remember a great

deal of what she said after that. Why would anybody, least of all

the head of math instruction for the entire district, boast about

not knowing anything about mathematics? And what kind of

outfit would have such a person in charge of this crucial area?

And what about the insistence that all teachers be “highly quali-

fied”? Shouldn’t this also apply to the LAUSD functionaries, if

only to set a good example? I still can’t fathom it. (My problem-

solving skills are not that developed—I was raised on DICK

AND JANE, remember?)

Of course, being ignored, as I was during this math training,

may be insulting, but it isn’t the end of the world. Sometimes in

the LAUSD, the consequences for speaking up are worse. I

remember one man in the District Intern Program who had the

temerity not only to ask an embarrassing question but to call

into question the validity of virtually all of what we were being

taught. After he had done so, he disappeared from our class
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and, I presume, from the District Intern Program as a whole. I

never saw him again. Did he resign? Was he expelled? I don’t

know. But I’m so paranoid about the LAUSD that if somebody

told me that he’d been taken outside and had his legs broken,

I’d believe it.

Lest people think I’m exaggerating, here is some other evidence:

The first is from the CALIFORNIA EDUCATOR (the magazine

of the California Teachers Association) of October 2006.

“The loss of academic freedom is linked to the loss of freedom

of speech, say some teachers, who confide that they are afraid

to deviate from the script in any way, afraid to use supplemen-

tal materials, afraid to voice their opinions about scripted cur-

riculum, whether it’s at school or in staff meetings, out of fear

that they will be punished or ostracized. Probationary teachers

who can be terminated ‘at will’ are especially afraid to ques-

tion the status quo.

“‘My school doesn’t encourage any kind of discussion about

Open Court,’ says one long-time UTLA member. He and some

colleagues are concerned about some obvious omissions from

the curriculum, ‘but we don’t say anything. We don’t speak out

or ask questions. I think one of the major concerns I have about

the teaching profession is that teachers are being put in a posi-

tion of silence.’

“The one time he did speak out Open Court coaches were sent

to his classroom to monitor his compliance with the program.”

And a letter that appeared in the August 18, 2006, issue of

UNITED TEACHER, the newspaper of the UTLA, relates,

“Since the inception of Open Court in 2000 and Foro Abierto

in 2003, the District has opted for a zero tolerance level

toward differing opinions and even less for open dissent. The

dangerous aspect of Open Court and Foro Abierto is not that

they are phonics-based programs or that they provide assess-

ment. It is the intolerance for flexibility based on student need

that they demonstrate. It is that they leave teacher judgment

and alternative approaches out of the mix. Teachers have been

routinely told that there is only one way to teach reading.

Teacher expertise is frowned upon. We must look out of the

classroom for real experts.

“It has been reported to me that at a Local District 5 training

last month, a teacher from an East Area school dared to express

an opinion regarding Foro Abierto as a program lacking excel-

lence. She was immediately accosted by some District people

who escorted her out of the room, where her principal was

called to direct her to “cooperate.” Upon returning to the train-

ing session, this teacher again expressed an unpopular opinion

regarding Foro Abierto. This time a Local District 5 director sat

beside her for the remainder of the training day, not unlike my

handling of unruly five-year-olds in my kindergarten class. As

apocryphal as this report seems, it has been substantiated by

other teachers who were present. I was instantly put in mind of

exactly the same scenario occurring three years ago at another

Foro Abierto training. The District must actually have a proto-

col in place for handling those unruly teachers with opinions.”

(More, much more, on Open Court later.

One result of the gap between rhetoric and reality in the

LAUSD that these incidents reveal is the heavy aura of

hypocrisy and cynicism that permeates the entire system.

Nobody (among teachers, at least) takes the rhetoric seriously.

Nobody believes the LAUSD means any of it. The actions of the

bureaucrats always belie their words. Yet how can teachers be

expected to teach their students to be independent and to think

creatively, when the teachers themselves are not allowed to be

independent or to think creatively (e.g., to adapt a reading pro-

gram to the specific needs of their students) and when nobody

listens to anything they have to say?

CURRICULAR FADS

The area in which the impact of the bureaucracy is most toxic

is that of the choice of curriculum. The bureaucratic appara-

tus careens from one extreme to another, never stopping at

some reasonable middle ground, and never asking teachers

what actually works. Fads come and fads go, and the bureau-

cracy seems to follow them with doglike loyalty. At one time,

concepts are stressed at the expense of skills and rote knowl-

edge. At other times it’s the reverse. In some years, the cur-

riculum is very “child centered” (aka touchy-feely), with few

if any demands placed on the students or the teachers. In oth-

ers, rigor and regimentation (to hell with individual needs)



are in. I believe that in California programs (with their own

distinct approaches and underlying philosophies) are usually

adopted for eight years, whereupon new, often completely

different, programs are taken up. It is not quite clear what

motivates these changes (swings of the “pendulum”),

but many veteran teachers ascribe them to the educa-

tional publishers. After all, you can’t make a lot of

money selling the same product over and over

again, so it’s in the publishers’ interests to,

shall we say, reinvent the wheel, so that

entirely new programs (e.g., reading series)

can periodically be peddled and adopted.

It’s a form of planned obsolescence, like

changes in the styling of automobiles.

Conceivably, some of the motive force

behind the swings comes from the uni-

versities, where educational psycholo-

gists and others pursue their own

research and come up with the latest

findings. Whenever anything is changed

or something new is introduced—for

example, in curriculum, teaching meth-

ods, mandates about how the children’s

desks are to be arranged, etc.—it is always

accompanied by the phrase, “The latest

research shows...” Of course, we never get to see

any of this research; we’re just supposed to take it

on faith that it exists and that it’s valid. (So much for

independent thinking.) As a result, most veteran teachers

are skeptical about such research and, if they can, continue

to do what they know from experience truly works. Very

early in my career, one teacher, now retired, gave me some of

the best advice I ever received in the field of education.

During a particularly inane professional development ses-

sion, I leaned over to her (she was very attractive) and asked

her how she could stand it, just sitting there, appearing to

pay attention, without groaning, screaming, or at least

rolling her eyes. She replied, whispering in my ear, “Never

say anything, but when you go into your room, you lock

your door and do what you think is best.” That was a great

revelation. Unfortunately, administrators have recently been

ordered to come into our rooms unannounced to make sure

we’re doing the “right thing,” e.g., teaching  the (currently)
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mandated program, based, of course, on the latest research.

My own belief is that, especially in education, there’s research

to prove anything and everything you’d want, including

propositions that are absolutely contradictory to each other.

Yet I believe the ultimate cause of the lateral swings the system

experiences is the failure—despite all the periodic changes and

innovations—to deal with the fundamental problems: large

class sizes, teacher shortages/turnover, poor working conditions,

bureaucratic meddling, and lack of meaningful feedback mech-

anisms. Since the big issues are never dealt with, the changes

and innovations don’t work, or don’t improve things very much

or for very long, and the bureaucrats and researchers go looking

for another explanation and another gimmick to try.

In the course of my 12-year career, I have seen the pendulum at

work. When I first began teaching in the LAUSD, there was very

little mandated curriculum. It was the era of bilingual educa-

tion, integrated curriculum, cooperative learning, whole lan-

guage reading instruction, the use of manipulatives in math,

learning by doing, multiple intelligences and modalities, self-

assessment (portfolios), social promotion, etc., etc. It would be

tedious to try to explain all these things to the non-initiate, so I

will focus on one or two, using illustrations, many from the

District Intern Program in which I was honored to participate.

(Unlike teacher training programs at the state universities and

elsewhere, the District Intern Program was free.)

One of the chief fads 12 years ago was “integrated curriculum.”

Ideally, this involved tying all the material—content, concepts,

and skills—of all the subject areas to be studied in, say, a month

or two, under the rubric of one overall unit or theme. I remem-

ber a kindergarten teacher held up as an expert in this type of

curriculum who spoke at one of my salary point classes. One of

her units was about ants. The idea was to teach reading, math,

science, social studies, art, drama, music, and physical education

through the exploration of ants. She had books and songs about

ants. She had the kids do elaborate projects (such as murals)

about ants, presumably had them count and add and subtract

ants, and might even have had the children do a play about

ants. She told us that on Back to School night or Open House,

the students’ parents were thrilled to see how much the children

had learned about ants. But while I was listening to this and

feeling guilty that I could never, ever, come up with a unit that

was so elaborate and tied together as this one, a couple of

thoughts crept into my mind: The kids may know a lot about

ants, but are they learning to read?ow is she managing to teach

the kids the ABCs, the sounds of the letters, some sight words,

the numbers, the geometric shapes, and the other things I

thought kindergarten children need to know? It’s hard enough

to cover, and to keep track of, all this material when one isn’t

trying to tie it all together under one topic.

Integrated was justified by (you know where this is going) the

“latest research.” Believe it or not, it was called “brain-based

learning,” as if there were any other kind. (Butt-based learning,

elbow-based learning? Even rote memory involves the brain... I

think.) One of the bosses of the District Intern Program tried to

explain this to an audience of several hundred eager new interns

at our introductory assembly. After introducing his lecture with

the revelation, “Now we know how the brain works” (!!??), he

started to draw a diagram on his overhead projector and began

to try to explain something. But he never completed the dia-

gram, got very confused about what he meant to say, and never

finished his thought (such as it was). I certainly couldn’t follow

him, and despite the fact that I learned to read with DICK AND

JANE, I think I’m almost as smart as the next guy. My guess is

that what he was trying to show was that integrated curricula

reinforce the connections (synapses) between various neurons

in the brain, a process called long-term potentiation. But he

didn’t know his axons from his dendrites, his synapses from his

neurotransmitters, his gates from his myelin sheaths, so he got

lost. But all learning—even of the most rudimentary kind—

such as conditioned reflexes, involves long-term potentiation, so

he really wasn’t proving anything at all (except perhaps how his

brain works...or doesn’t).

The answer to my question about whether the kids were learn-

ing the ABCs, the sounds, the sight words, and the other

things necessary to learn how to read, through the study of

ants, was that, at the time integrated curriculum was mandat-

ed, you weren’t supposed to teach those things. You were just

supposed to expose them to a lot of literature and text, and

somehow they would learn (or osmose—my word—as in

osmosis) how to read. This type of approach was advocated by

what we were told was the “whole language” method, which

was de rigueur during this period.



Lest I invoke the ire of the proponents of this approach (are

there any left?), let me repeat what I said in Part I. I have no

idea of what the real, the true “whole language” method is or

was, or how it is/was supposed to be taught. (The whole lan-

guage advocates I have spoken to insist that one teaches phon-

ics, that is, the names and sounds of the letters, and related

things “through whole language,” but I have never understood

concretely what that means.) What I do know is that by the

time the method got to the bottom of the heap, that is, to the

rank-and-file teachers in the LAUSD, it was presented as one

side of a debate: whole language vs. phonics. And, since the

LAUSD had come down on the side of whole language, this

meant, at least in the LAUSD, that phonics was out. And what

that, in practice, signified was, Don’t teach the children the

ABCs, etc! I also heard that some teachers in our enlightened

school district were actually reprimanded and formally disci-

plined for having taught kids the ABCs!

As then practiced, integrated instruction meant that teachers

developed their own curriculum. In the District Intern

Program, for example, we were required to prepare a portfo-

lio that, among other things, was supposed to include four

or five fully elaborated, integrated units. This entailed a lot

of work. During our two-year training, one dedicated young

intern spoke of staying up until 2:30 A.M. every night in an

attempt to integrate all her curriculum. But there was often

little to show for it. At the end of our training, another

intern, a second grade teacher, discussed her experience try-

ing to teach reading with the method we were being

instructed to use. At the end of the school year—that is, after

nine months of devotedly trying to teach her students to

read (remember, without teaching them the ABCs and the

sounds of the letters)—not one child was reading (at the end

of second grade!!!). At least she was trying. One man, hired

by my school at the same time that I was, also had a second

grade class. He admitted to me in private that he just had the

kids play all day.

Another one of the fads being touted at the time was “learn-

ing by doing.” Now, I’m all for kids learning by doing (thank

you John Dewey and Maria Montessori), but in the LAUSD

these fads, as I’ve tried to show, are usually taken too far. So,

in science this meant having the kids do, or try to do, a lot of

“experiments” (demonstrations under the direction of the
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teacher), and supposedly they would learn some science.

Accordingly, the person instructing us District Interns in the

proper method for teaching science showed us, and/or had

us do, a lot of these “experiments.” One of them was rather

ingenious. It entailed taking an uncooked egg and putting it

into a bowl filled with vinegar. Eventually, the calcium shell

dissolved, and we all beheld a whole membranous egg, that

is, the raw egg, held together by its outer membrane, without

its shell. The teacher then put the egg into another bowl

filled with a carob solution, whereupon it shrank. When she

put the egg in a bowl of water, it expanded back into its orig-

inal shape. After we had gasped appropriately, the teacher

challenged us to explain, scientifically, why the membranous

egg behaved as it did, that is, shrank in the carob and then

expanded in the water. One intern ventured something about

a “semipermeable membrane.” When nobody else had a good

idea, I raised my hand and suggested that, as the other intern

had said, the egg’s membrane is semipermeable. Specifically,

it is permeable to water, which consists of small molecules,

but not to carob, which, as a form of sugar, consists of large

molecules. So, when the egg is put into the carob solution,

the water inside the egg flows out, to try to equalize the con-

centration of the solutions on both sides of the membrane.

But since the carob is a large molecule, it can’t go through

the membrane and enter the egg, so the egg shrinks (as the

water flows out). The teacher immediately waved her hand,

announced, “Oh, that’s beyond my level of expertise,” and

turned to another subject.

Now, I may be old-fashioned, but it seems to me that a

teacher should not do a scientific demonstration in class

unless she or he can explain why it works as it does.

Otherwise, what are the kids learning? They’re not learning

the scientific method, because the teacher isn’t using it;

they’re just looking at some things happen. But our teacher

(selected to instruct us because of her supposed expertise in

the teaching of science) seemed to think that even if she

didn’t know the answer (she certainly didn’t offer one), the

children would still learn something. But what would they

be learning? Water is wet, science is fun, and the teacher

doesn’t  know the answer either. Apparently, the teacher’s

expertise is limited to knowing a lot of cool experiments to

do with her classes.
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MODEL CLASSES?

I remember two elementary school classrooms that I visited

during the two years I was a District Intern. Both classes

exemplified the methods in vogue at the time. One, officially

part of the District Intern Program, was at the school to

which I was assigned during a three-week preliminary train-

ing session in June, prior to my actually going to work as a

teacher. This aspect of the program entailed two or three

days a week attending lectures (on such topics as how the

brain works) and two or three days in a classroom observing

exemplary teachers at work. The class I was assigned to was a

kindergarten taught by two young and dedicated teachers.

One taught the morning class, which was bilingual (English-

Spanish); the other taught the afternoon class, which was

just in English. The teachers had fabulous management skills

and the kids seemed to enjoy themselves. But the teachers

told me very explicitly that when children came to me to

show me something they had done, such as writing and

naming a number or letter or a shape, I should just praise

them and should not correct them, even when they were

wrong. In other words, if a student came to me with a num-

ber, say 5, written upside and backward (some of the kids are

very good at this) and told me that the number is seven, I

should just say something like, “Wow, that’s wonderful!

You’re so smart.” (Seriously.) Although that was at the end of

the school year, most of the children in the class were writ-

ing (sort of) only some of the numbers from one to ten,

while many were not able to correctly identify the number

they had written. (In my kindergarten class, at the end of

each year my students can write and name all the numbers

from zero to one hundred and can do addition and subtrac-

tion in two columns. But then again, their learning is based

in their knees and they probably feel shitty about them-

selves.) And that was a meant to be model classroom.

(One of the things that happened during the experience of

observing those classes, which I recall with pride, involved the

afternoon class, the one that was not bilingual. A Black girl,

Keana, one of the brightest kids in the group—she had written

and identified the number 26—and I had really hit it off. She

was big, assertive and one of the leaders of the class. One day,

when the children were lined up in the yard, waiting for their

teacher to take them to the classroom after lunch, Keana start-

ing chanting, “Mister Ta ble, Mister Ta ble, Mister Ta ble.” (My

name, as she understood it.) Soon all the kids in the yard were

chanting, “Mister Ta ble, Mister Ta ble, Mister Ta ble, without

having the foggiest idea what it meant. Egotist that I am, I really

enjoyed that.)

I remember another kindergarten class, one that I observed

in December of that year, after I had been teaching for five

months, that is, since July, which is when year-round

schools start their school year. This class, too, exemplified

the methods that were then popular. The teacher was my

coach or coordinator or something like that in the District

Intern Program, and while chatting with me after an intern

class one evening, she invited me to visit her classroom. She

told me that she spoke Spanish and taught a bilingual pro-

gram, but didn’t speak Spanish in the class, for some reason

which she didn’t explain. Eager to learn, I accepted her invi-

tation. When I arrived in the classroom, the kids, mostly

African American and Latino, were sitting in three rows on

the carpet for the day’s greetings, the attendance, the calen-

dar, and a directed lesson. The children in the Spanish read-

ing group sat in the back row (in a “modified” bilingual

class, as then practiced in the LAUSD, one group of kids

learned to read in English, another learned to read in

Spanish, and both groups learned oral English) and didn’t

seem to catch much of what was going on. This group was

taught by a bilingual teaching assistant, who looked like she

had just started college.

After the lesson, the class divided into reading groups. I sat

with the children in the Spanish reading group. Although

this was language arts time, the children weren’t doing any

reading or practicing any of the skills I thought necessary to

learn to read. Instead, they were crumbling up little pieces

of green tissue paper and gluing them onto donut-shaped

pieces of art paper to make Christmas wreaths. As far as I

could see, the activity had very little academic content. The

kids weren’t even talking about what color the tissue was,

what shape the piece of art paper was, what shape or color

the little balls were. They weren’t singing Christmas songs

or talking about Santa Claus or what they wanted for

Christmas. They weren’t talking at all. And they didn’t seem

to be very happy. When I asked the teaching assistant how

her students were coming along in Spanish reading, she
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replied, “We never have any time, because Mrs.... (the

teacher) has us doing so many projects.”

Later on, the kids were sitting at their desks drawing pictures of

railroad trains. (I’m not sure how that was integrated with

Christmas. Maybe the teacher had read a story about Santa

coming in a train.) One boy, a good-looking, very large Black

kid, was drawing a terrific train. He had the wheels of the loco-

motive tilting forward and the smoke from the smokestack

going backward, giving the illusion of motion. He had drawn

the train solidly on the tracks, with the rails and the ties clearly

distinguished. He also had a great color sense and was very

meticulous in his work, which was quite detailed. The boy, at

five or six years old, was an artist. I was so astounded that I

burst out, “Wow, what a fantastic train!” While he beamed, all

the other kids in the class held up their papers, yelling, “Look at

mine, look at mine!” Of course, I went around the room look-

ing at their papers, telling them how great their trains were. But

for the rest of the day, the teacher wouldn’t let up on the big

Black boy, constantly reprimanding him for one thing or

another. He seemed to me to be very sweet and well-behaved; I

don’t  remember that he did one thing wrong, but she rode him

all day. Was she jealous of him, or of the kids’ response to me?

Watching this, I became thoroughly depressed. When I left at

the end of the day, I thanked the teacher, told her I had learned

a lot (indeed!), and got out of there as fast as I could.

Believe it or not, we District Interns were actually told, over and

over again, that the methods we were learning and were watch-

ing being applied were based on the very latest psychological

and neurological research, and that it was our job to go into

our schools and show the fuddy-duddy older teachers, who

were stuck in the past, the right way to teach. So, instead of

informing us that the most important thing in teaching (after

intelligence, dedication, and love for the children) is experience,

and that, consequently, we should show some humility and ask

the more experienced teachers for advice, our instructors told

us to ignore the veterans’ advice and insist that only we, the

interns, really knew how to teach.

YOU’RE IN THE ARMY NOW

Today, the pendulum has swung all the way in the other direc-

tion. As I mentioned, one reason for this is that when the pen-
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dulum was at the other end of its arc, about ten years ago, the

system wasn’t working, so there was nowhere else for it to go.

The No Child Left Behind Act (and its demand for “accounta-

bility”) is also a significant factor; it has the bureaucrats whip-

ping administrators and teachers into a frenzy to raise test

scores. So, instead of making up your own curriculum, it’s regi-

mentation time, with a vengeance.

An additional cause of the regimentation was the adoption of

the Open Court reading program. In 2000, all elementary

schools whose test scores were below a certain level were

required to adopt and implement this program. Open Court is

what is known as a “scripted program,” meaning, it is designed

so that teachers can (and increasingly today, must) follow the

teachers’ guide step by step, doing precisely what it tells us to do,

having the children do precisely what it mandates, and literally

reading what it directs us to say to the children. In this way, sup-

posedly, the children will learn everything the program’s devel-

opers think they need to know about reading, writing, and

speaking. It’s not clear whether the scripted aspect of the pro-

gram was originally designed to be mandatory or voluntary;

that is, designed so that every teacher, without exception, had to

follow the program word-for-word, or prepared to help new

teachers, and older teachers at a loss about what to do, impart

the requisite content, concepts, and skills in the subject area

today called language arts.

Interestingly enough, our math program, adopted after the

reading program, is not a scripted program. In fact, at least

according to what we have been told by various math coaches,

we are free to—indeed, are expected to—use additional materi-

als and techniques to cover the requisite concepts and skills.

When some questions involving material not specifically cov-

ered in the math program showed up on the periodic math

assessments that teachers are required to give, teachers were

explicitly told that the program was a tool, not a blueprint, and

that they needed to supplement it with other materials to teach

the math standards for their grades. Now this, it seems to me, is

an intelligent way to instruct teachers in the use of a program. A

program should be something to help teachers teach what they

are supposed to, which they may supplement when they feel it is

necessary to teach particular concepts or skills. It should not be

a recipe that one is ordered to follow in every detail, whether it

is appropriate or not. I don’t know whether the district intends

to continue its current—for the district, uncharacteristically

intelligent—policy regarding the math program, or whether it

will soon start directing teachers to follow the program, word

for word, activity by activity, as is now the case with the reading

program. (I also have no idea whether the people in charge of

math and reading instruction, or the people above them in the

LAUSD hierarchy, are aware that the mandated reading and

math programs are based on different philosophies, or even

whether these people communicate with one another.)

When Open Court was first adopted, the district went to con-

siderable pains to enforce a strict reading of the program. It

recruited working teachers to become “literacy coaches” whose

job, ostensibly, was to help teachers learn how to implement it

correctly. These coaches were sent to special training sessions,

where they were, in my opinion, brainwashed in the specific

philosophy and methods of the program. (Among other things,

they were told that the program was based on the “latest

research.”) However, it soon became clear that the coaches’ job

entailed more than giving teachers advice. The coaches also

became enforcers, making sure that teachers were following the

program page by page, word for word. Teachers who didn’t have

the Open Court teachers’ guide for their grade and unit in their

hands or on their desks in front of them, and turned to the

appropriate page, were singled out for special censure. The

coaches were also, I believe, reporting back to their superiors

(the coaches’ coaches or whatever they’re called) and even to

principals about who was or was not “doing” the program. In

other words, the coaches, who were still officially rank-and-file

teachers, were being turned into the equivalent of supervisors,

rather than mentors whose job it was to give advice, when

requested, to the teachers in the classroom.

I and many other teachers were extremely critical of the union

for allowing teachers to be used for what were clearly adminis-

trative functions. The union has argued that it is better to have

fellow teachers coming into the classroom than to have admin-

istrators doing so. But this is spurious, since we now have both

coaches and administrators coming in. Moreover, a major func-

tion of the coaches is to oversee the periodic testing that teach-

ers are required to do. This job includes delivering the test

materials to the teachers and, once testing is completed, collect-

ing these materials and the completed tests, then entering the

test results into the district’s computers. If these aren’t adminis-
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trative tasks, I don’t know what are. (If the district wants people

to carry out these tasks, let them hire additional administrators

and pay them administrators’ salaries to do them.) 

Over the years, it has become apparent that many, if not

most, coaches see themselves as superior to the teachers still

in the classroom. They can come into a room and offer all

kinds of advice and demonstrate all sorts of beautiful model

lessons without taking any responsibility for whether the

advice and the lessons are any good, or for whether, if one

followed such advice and taught such lessons regularly, there

would be time for other activities that were more effective.

The coaches are never subjected to testing; they never have

to demonstrate that they know how to teach or to get good

test scores, or even that they could make the program work

if they had to “do” it. They can just act as if they are wonder-

ful, creative teachers who certainly would be successful if

they were in the classroom. Rank-and-file teachers started

calling the coaches the “Open Court police.”

When I first began to “do” Open Court, it became obvious to

me very quickly that the program by itself, with no additional

materials or activities, would not teach my students how to

read. I thought that its most glaring problem was that it wasn’t

capable of teaching the children the skills it purported to, such

as recognizing the letters, memorizing the letter sounds and

sight words, and being able to identify and generate rhyming

words, etc., not to mention the more sophisticated skills that

were being demanded on the periodic assessments we had to

give the kids. So, I began to develop and to use various work

sheets and other activities designed to help the children learn

what the program intended, most crucially, the basics I have

just mentioned. All of this material meshed, in terms of subject

matter and/or specific skill, with the Open Court program. And

I found that the more I utilized these supplemental activities to

reinforce the concepts and skills the program was attempting to

deliver, the faster the children learned and the more secure was

their grasp of the concepts and skills in question.

However, this didn’t meet the approval of our school’s literacy

coach. She had been a teacher at the school for many years and,

when I first began teaching, she had been a practitioner and

advocate of Whole Language. At one point relatively early in

the school year in which we were to utilize Open Court, she

came into my classroom and saw the children doing an activity

that wasn’t in the Open Court teachers’ manual. She accused

me of not “doing” Open Court. I replied that I was “doing”

Open Court and showed her in the teachers’ guide what lesson

we were on and how, precisely, the activity she found so ques-

tionable reinforced the concepts and skills the lesson was

intending to convey. She wasn’t satisfied and we had, shall we

say, words. She left, obviously not pleased. I don’t know whether

she reported me to someone or not.

A month or so later, after the coach had actually seen me do an

Open Court lesson as described in the teachers’ guide, virtually

the same thing occurred. The coach saw the children doing an

activity that was not specifically mandated in the teachers’ man-

ual and, once again, accused me of not “doing” Open Court.

And I, once again, explained to her and showed her how the

activity the children were doing meshed with the program and

in fact reinforced the skills covered in the Open Court lesson.

When she, yet again, accused me of not “doing” Open Court, I

answered that yes, I was “doing” Open Court, that I was in fact

making it work, because without these additional activities, the

children wouldn’t learn what they were supposed to. By this

time, we were out in the corridor, basically screaming at each

other. She said if I weren’t “doing” Open Court, “They’re going

to write you up” (meaning file formal disciplinary charges

against me). I replied, “Then let them write me up.”

Despite her threat, I never heard anything more about this, and

nobody wrote me up (as far as I know), although perhaps

somebody did put something in my file.

Several months later, after the Christmas vacation, the coach

came to my room to read with some of my students. She

was visiting all the kindergarten classes and wanted to read

the little pre-decodable books that the Open Court program

uses to teach kindergarteners various sight words (words

they need to recognize on sight, rather than decode, that is,

sound out). Since she didn’t have time to evaluate all the

children, she wanted to read with the top five and bottom

five students, that is, the five most fluent readers and the

five least fluent readers, in each class. When she was done

assessing my kids this way, she came to me and told me that

she was really impressed with the way my students were

reading. It wasn’t so much the top children that amazed her,
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but the slower ones, because they could all read the pre-

decodables. She was so knocked out, she declared, that she

wanted to return to classroom teaching the following year

and to bid for the D track first grade class so she could get

my students when they were promoted. Of course the main

reason, in my opinion, the slower children (in fact, all the

children) were reading as well as they were was not the

Open Court program, but the supplemental activities I was

having the kids do.

As things turned out, the coach did not return to the class-

room the following year and did not get to teach my students.

She remained the coach for another year and then went back

to teaching, taking a second grade class (but not my former

students). That year, I’m told, she had a lot of trouble. She

couldn’t keep the children under control for the lengthy peri-

od of time required by the Open Court program, and she

failed miserably in trying to reach the bottom half of the class,

the slower learners. Both outcomes were predictable. She

retired shortly thereafter.

Fortunately, after the first year of Open Court’s implementa-

tion, the literacy coaches seemed to back off, and teachers were

informed (orally, but not in writing) that we were allowed to

adapt, modify, or supplement the program. Thereafter, at least

under the administration then in charge of our school, coaches

were no longer running around accusing people of not “doing”

the program (at least they weren’t accusing ME).

Before I get into the latest episode of the Open Court saga, it

is worth discussing what I believe to be the most serious prob-

lems with the Open Court reading program. I am referring

here exclusively to Open Court’s program for kindergarten,

the only one I have taught and know well. However, I have

trouble believing that the deficiencies I have encountered exist

only on the K level. In fact, virtually all the teachers from vari-

ous grades I have spoken to insist that they do, and must, sup-

plement the program.

(For whatever it’s worth, somebody in the district, at some time,

knew the program had serious problems. I remember a lecture

in one of my salary point classes. The speaker was the former

head of one of the geographic areas the LAUSD was divided

into at the time. At that point, Open Court had been adopted

but not yet implemented, and she warned us that the program

needed a LOT—she stressed the word—of supplementation.)

OPEN COURT: A CLOSED PROGRAM

The following is my critique of the Open court program for

kindergarten. I have numbered the sections in the interests of

clarity, despite the fact that there may be some repetition. I

apologize to my readers if they find this section particularly

tedious, but I wanted this essay to include a rather full critique

for those who are interested.

(1) Open Court is a “one-size-fits-all” program. As I have men-

tioned, the program is scripted, designed to be followed as writ-

ten and without substantial modification. This is a huge flaw. I

have already mentioned that in my opinion, no program, no

matter how well crafted, no matter how well based on the “lat-

est research” it may be, can be truly effective in the classroom

without any adaptation, modification, or supplementation

whatever. (Most people who have never been teachers and, of

course, those who have, understand this almost instinctively.)

This is because every child is different; each is a unique individ-

ual. Children come from different backgrounds, different social

classes, different ethnic groups and different cultures. Their par-

ents have different levels of education and provide varying

amounts of academic support in the home (not to mention

things like care, love, and structure). The children enter school

with different needs, different levels of emotional maturity, and

widely disparate cognitive/academic backgrounds. This is true

even when all the children in one classroom come from one

community, one ethnic group, and one social class. Given this, it

makes no sense to take one program and insist that all teachers

just follow it, that is, read the teachers’ manual to the children.

Yet, this is what teachers in LAUSD are expected to do with

Open Court. It should be obvious that to teach effectively,

teachers must be able to adapt the material, at least to some

degree, to the specific needs of each child. But they cannot do

this if they are ordered to follow the Open Court teachers’ guide

word for word, without deviation, addition, or deletion or even

a change in sequence.

The rigidity represented in the demand to teach Open Court

exactly as scripted extends to every aspect of a teacher’s lan-

guage arts program: how the children’s desks are to be arranged,
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how the children are to sit on the carpet (in kindergarten, at

least), where they are supposed to be sitting when a teacher

teaches or demonstrates something, exactly how the teacher is

supposed to teach or demonstrate that something, which books

the children are to read and in what order, what activities they

are to do, which letter they are to learn, which sight word they

are to memorize and how they are to memorize it, etc. All is

specified, to the smallest detail. The program is also accompa-

nied by a “pacing plan” that tells teachers exactly when, and for

how many days, they are supposed to teach the specific units

and lessons of the program. Thus, the first serious flaw of the

Open court program is that it is scripted and is presented as

perfect for all children at all times and in all places. If, as I men-

tioned, this is merely to help new or otherwise struggling teach-

ers to come up with a language arts program, it might be

acceptable, although with the caveat that such teachers be

informed that this is not the optimal way to teach. But if expe-

rienced teachers are being ordered to read the program word

for word, if they are being prohibited from adapting and/or

supplementing the program as they judge appropriate, and if

they are being threatened with being disciplined for deviating

from the program, then this is a travesty of sound educational

practice and a recipe for disaster.

(2) Open Court was not designed for “English language learn-

ers,” that is, children who speak or have spoken a language

other than English in the home and who are learning to speak

English in school. These children constitute the majority of stu-

dents in the LAUSD, yet the program was not developed with

them in mind. It is very obvious that it was created for kids

whose first language is English. Thus the program attempts to

teach certain concepts and skills way before English language

learners are ready to master them. In kindergarten for example,

the program, at the very beginning of the school year, jumps

right into teaching the children rhyming words at a time when

most of the kids can hardly understand what the teacher is talk-

ing about and are still learning how to ask permission to go to

the bathroom. Now, if you think about it, rhyming is a rather

sophisticated idea, and even the children who are deemed to be

fluent in English usually don’t know what you are demanding

when you ask them to give you a word that rhymes with “cat.”

Despite this, Open Court crams this stuff down the kids’ throats

from the first day of school, during the time when other things

could be much more effectively conveyed to them. Interestingly

enough, by January or February (assuming school starts at the

beginning of September) most of the kids are ready to grasp

rhyming words and to learn to generate their own rhymes. This

is when it would make most sense to work on the concept. But

no, the program says do rhyming words in the first weeks of

school, so that’s what we have to do, even if the kids have no

idea of what we are talking about.

The inappropriateness of Open Court to English language

learners is apparent in almost every facet of the program, such

as the books that are read to the children, the language used to

explain things to them, and the kinds of activities they are

expected to do. The problem is so glaring that after the pro-

gram was developed, the publishers hired people (perhaps the

original consultants, perhaps others) to go through each of the

teachers’ manuals and add little boxes, shaded purple and head-

ed ESL (English as a Second Language). These contain sugges-

tions for how teachers might make the lessons understandable

to children who are learning English. Mostly, this involves

showing them pictures of many of the words used in that part

of the program. As if that were sufficient. As if the kids can

actually learn the words—that is, assimilate that much English

vocabulary—in such a short period of time. And as if the

teacher has the time to do all this when he/she has so many

mandated activities to cover. It’s truly absurd.

(3) The program is very, very, very, very boring. It’s boring

enough for kids who already understand and speak English.

But for children who are still struggling to understand the

simplest things, it is truly mind-deadening. It is worth

remembering (as if I need to remind anyone) that kids these

days are growing up on a lot of TV, movies, and video games

that aggressively grab and hold their attention. In contrast,

listening to a teacher read a story or lead them in various

phonemic-awareness exercises must seem incredibly dull. In

fact, one of the most crucial skills a teacher must teach chil-

dren in kindergarten is how to pay attention; that is, not

only to look at what the teacher is doing at any given time,

but also to think about and to try to remember what is being

said. Believe it or not, many children today do not enter

school with this ability and find it very difficult to master.

But Open Court makes this problem much, much worse.

Among other things, each day it requires the kids to sit on

the carpet for long periods of time (an hour and a half in



kindergarten) without moving or doing anything—without

writing, coloring, or cutting, and without talking to their

friends (let alone playing)—while the teacher leads them in a

long series of oral exercises, recites poems, and reads and

analyzes stories.

One of the skills the program intends to impart to the students

is how to read a story in such a way that they think about and

understand what’s being read. This entails teaching them vari-

ous “reading strategies,” such as predicting what’s going to hap-

pen, clarifying what’s going on in a story, making emotional

connections to the characters and their experiences. A laudable

intention, to be sure. But the program does this in arguably the

worst possible way. The major stories (and the other selections;

not all are fiction) in each unit are read many, many, many

times. After several complete readings of the story, the teachers

are directed to take the children through the book, sometimes

just two pages at time, stopping at the precise places indicated

in the teachers’ guide, and reading specific sentences that are

scripted there, to demonstrate one or another reading strategy.

This goes on for days—days and days of having the children lis-

ten to and analyze the same story. After the third day, the chil-

dren are usually going crazy. They start yelling: The story is bor-

ing; they want to read another one, etc. And who can blame

them? The teacher is usually bored too. And this is with stories

the kids like. Try it with material they don’t like. Fortunately,

after a few years of this, we were given a set of books, themati-

cally integrated with each unit in the program, which we were

allowed to read to the children, presumably when they got tired

of the “main selection.” All this reading and analyzing, as well as

the boring nature of the Open Court program as a whole, may

well wind up conveying to the children something different

from what the program’s designers intended. It just might teach

them that reading is a chore and certainly a lot less fun than

watching TV or playing a video game. Is this what we want?

(4) The Open Court program assumes that our children enter

school with more of an academic background than they in fact

have. I remember an article, written by the chief consultant to

the publisher of Open Court, that was distributed to us during

the three-day training in Open Court we were required to

attend. In this article, which I have unfortunately misplaced,

Marilyn Jaeger Adams contended (and I paraphrase) that, by

and large, when our children enter kindergarten, they know

(meaning, can distinguish and name) all or almost all of the let-

ters. When I read this, I was truly astounded, because this is def-

initely not true of the children who enter my kindergarten class

each year. The greatest number of students I have ever had who

could recognize all or most of the alphabet (uppercase and low-

ercase) when they entered school was six (out of twenty).

Usually, it is two or three, sometimes one, sometimes none at

all. Most of the children cannot sing the alphabet song correctly.

Yet, the chief consultant (with access to the latest research, pre-

sumably) for the reading program that we are required to use to

teach our students how to read insists that all or most of the

children know their letters when they enter school. Moreover, it

is quite clear to me that this is a central assumption underlying

the overall conception and specific design of the program. Yes,

the program does go through the motions of teaching the chil-

dren the letters (remember the new alphabet song, with

LMN...OPQ?), but the methods and techniques it uses are com-
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pletely inadequate to the task. This might be OK if teachers

were allowed to supplement the program with additional

materials to accomplish this, but it is a catastrophe when we

are not.

I was so stunned by our expert’s claim (one so contrary to my

own experience) that at an appropriate time (at least I thought

it was appropriate) during one of our training sessions I raised

my hand to address the issue. When I was called on, I drew

attention to the article and its author, then read aloud the sen-

tence about most of our children knowing all or almost all of

the letters when they enter kindergarten. When I had finished, I

stated  (somewhat disingenuously, I admit), “I don’t know

about children entering other kindergarten classes, but for the

kids I get, year after year after year, this is definitely not true.”

The other teachers present were nodding their heads vigorously.

But the trainer brushed my comment aside with a wave of the

hand (do they practice this?) and said, “We don’t have time to

talk about that.” (!!!???) Gee, the program we are being trained

in (designed, remember, to teach children to read) assumes that

our students know the ABCs when they enter school when in

fact they don’t, and we don’t have time to talk about it. (I guess

it was beyond our presenter’s level of expertise.)

(5) The Open Court program is based upon an assumption

that is definitely contestable, and one that I think is downright

wrong; namely, the belief that what our children most need,

that is, what is most lacking in their academic and cognitive

development, is “phonemic awareness.” Phonemic awareness, a

subset of phonics, is the ability to discriminate and identify the

sounds human beings make when we speak, and presumably,

say to ourselves as we read. This includes the knowledge of the

sounds the letters make in various positions within words. For

example, if I say a letter, can a child tell me the sound it makes

when it comes at the beginning of a word? Conversely, if I say a

word, can the child identify the sound (and the letter that goes

with the sound) with which the word begins? More sophisticat-

edly, can a child identify the distinct sounds that make up the

beginning, middle, and end of a word. Can the child discrimi-

nate—say, by clapping—the syllables that make up a specific

word? Can the child identify and generate rhyming words?

There is no question that these are crucial skills and that most

of the children in school today are deficient in them and need

to develop them. What I object to is the claim that this is the

fundamental weakness in the children’s cognitive development

and education. And since this is an underlying assumption

behind the design of the program, the program skips over, or

woefully underemphasizes, the development of other skills I

believe to be more basic and more essential. And insofar as it

does so, the program, at least on the kindergarten level, is not

well adapted to teach the vast majority of children coming into

the LAUSD how to read.

Most of these children are from working-class families whose

dominant language is not English. Moreover, by and large, the

kids’ parents are not well educated. What these children lack,

most glaringly and most fundamentally, is a knowledge of the

visual symbols that are the key to academic knowledge and

skills. Contrary to what Open Court’s chief consultant wrote

and to the underlying assumptions of the Open Court pro-

gram, the vast majority of these kids are not able to recognize,

that is, identify/name, the letters of the alphabet. (They are also

not able to identify/name the basic geometric shapes—circle,

square, triangle, and rectangle—nor can they identify/name the

numbers beyond number one.) This is not an issue of intelli-

gence. Overall, the children are as intelligent as middle- and

upper-class children. It is a question of exposure; they have not

been exposed to, and they have not been systematically taught

to identify, the fundamental symbols required for reading and

carrying out mathematical operations.

Probably the most crucial deficit in these children’s academic

development is the inability to identify—to recognize and

name— the individual letters of the alphabet. Some of the kids

can sing part of the ABC song, but the majority cannot sing

the song correctly from beginning to end. Most of them, even

those who can sing it through, do not know that the song

names the letters of the alphabet. I had to learn this from expe-

rience. On my first day of teaching kindergarten, not knowing

quite how to begin, I had the kids sing the ABC song. I then

took out a big chart of the letters, held it up to them, and indi-

cated the first letter (Aa, as it appears on the alphabet chart)

with my finger, with the expectation that they would start

chanting the letters as I pointed to them in sequence. There

was dead silence. Not one child could name the letter Aa. In

fact, they had no idea the song had any connection with any-

thing on the chart. It might as well have been “Mary Had a
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Little Lamb.” And these kids had gone to preschool (which only

37 percent of Latino children in LA attend). The children who

do not attend preschool, most likely because it is not available

where they live, are even further behind.

Even after a child has learned to chant the letters Aa to Zz,

he/she usually cannot identify any significant number of letters

when they are pointed to out of order. I have had the following

experience innumerable times: I approach a parent before or

after school and ask if he/she has been reviewing the letters with

his/her child at home. The parent insists the child knows the

letters. I then take out a small alphabet chart and have the child

do what he/she can, which  is usually to chant or sing the letters

in order Aa—Za, as the parent nods approvingly. Then I point

to a letter at random and ask the child to tell me what letter it

is. He/she can’t do so. I then point to another letter somewhere

else on the chart and ask the child to name it. He/she can’t

name that one, either. I do this a third time, with the same

result. The parent, of course, is shocked. Then I explain to the

parent that being able to sing the ABC song or to chant the let-

ters in order is not the same as being able to identify the letters

out of order. I then show the parent things he/she can do to

teach the child to be able to identify the letters. This has hap-

pened over and over again, and this is with caring and con-

cerned parents who work with their children, believe in educa-

tion, and want their children to do well in school.

In general, these parents (and I think it is true of lower-class

parents in general, not just Latinos) do not, and/or do not know

how to, teach their children the letters and the other fundamen-

tal academic symbols. (Many do not teach their children a vari-

ety of things, such as the names of the colors, the parts of the

body, and objects in the household. In general, the poorer a

family is, the less of this type of teaching is done in the home.)

There are many reasons for this. The most basic one is that, as I

mentioned, these parents are generally not well educated. From

my discussions with the parents of my students, I would guess

that most of them went to school until the sixth or eighth

grade. And their parents, that is, the grandparents of our stu-

dents, had even less education (if they could read at all) and

had trouble putting food on the table and clothes on their kids’

backs. Even had they wanted to buy books and could afford

them, there may well have been no place to purchase them for

miles around. In short, our students’ grandparents probably did

not read to their children and teach them the letters, so their

children (the parents of our students), as adults, don’t tend to

read to their children, teach them the letters, etc. It’s not their

fault. It doesn’t mean they are bad parents or don’t care about

their kids or their kids’ education, as many prejudiced people

believe. It does mean that we (the teachers and all who work in

the school system) need to tell the parents, as clearly and as

respectfully as we can, that they need to do these things with

their children (read to them, teach them the letters, the shapes,

the numbers, the colors, etc.). And we need to show them how

to do this, and explain, among other things, that teaching the

children the ABC song, or how to count, is not enough. It also

means that teachers must systematically teach these things to

the children in school to make up for lost time and to get them

caught up to middle- and upper-class children. And this

requires, definitely in kindergarten and probably in the other

grades, a lot of repetition. Infinite repetition. And this means

(dare I say the word?) a lot of drill. This, of course, is not the

only thing they need, but the kids do need this, and Open

Court does not supply it (since, as I’ve said, it assumes that they

already know this stuff).

In short, the first and most basic thing most of the children

entering kindergarten in the LAUSD need, as far as learning to

read is concerned, is to learn to recognize the letters. While

they are learning this, they need to be taught the sounds that

go with the letters. This should be done with the constant asso-

ciation of the sounds with the letters, both the names of the

letters and their written forms. The kids certainly need all the

phonemic-awareness skills touted by Open Court, but the task

of teaching such skills must be integrally linked to teaching the

children to recognize the letters, so that the sounds and the let-

ters are intimately associated in the children’s minds. If the

children cannot identify the letters, the phonemic awareness

skills are virtually useless.

(6) An additional deficiency of the Open Court reading program

is that it attempts to teach the phonemic awareness skills

through almost exclusively auditory means, independently of,

and prior to, the visual aspect of learning. This is true not only

of the relatively simple skills, but also of the more sophisticated

ones. To learn rhyming words most effectively, for example, the

children need much more than being exposed aurally to the rep-

etition of words that rhyme, as in poems. They also need prac-



tice in identifying rhyming words visually. That is, beyond rec-

ognizing rhyming words when they are spoken and practicing

generating their own rhyming words, the children also need to

LOOK AT and SEE such words. I mean this in at least two sens-

es. First, the children need to practice recognizing rhyming

words as they are represented in pictures: for example, to identi-

fy and color the pictures of rhyming words on a worksheet, and

then repeat the rhyming words to and/or with the teacher (or

aide or classroom volunteer). Aside from helping the children

learn to recognize rhyming words, this also significantly

expands their English vocabulary, which is crucial. Second, the

children need to see rhyming words written down, as in a list of

words whose last sounds are the same, e.g., bat, cat, hat, fat, mat,

etc., and to practice, with the help of an adult, sounding the

words out. This not only teaches the children to recognize

rhyming words (because they hear them being spoken), but also

reinforces their knowledge of the letters and their ability to

associate the letters with their respective sounds. The Open

Court reading program is totally deficient in providing for the

first kind of activity, that is, identifying rhyming words as pre-

sented in pictures. It does direct teachers to carry out the second

type of activity—recognizing written rhyming words—but by

no means sufficiently, and usually only as part of a whole-group

activity, when one can’t be sure that every child is listening or is

understanding what is being required.

(7) Open Court does not provide effective means for the chil-

dren to learn to recognize high-frequency words, so-called sight

words. These are words that occur most frequently in English,

such as the, I, you, he, she, we, they, here, is, a, an, etc. Learning

to identify and read such words on sight is particularly impor-

tant, given that so many of these words, like so many English

words in general, cannot really be “sounded out”/decoded

(especially words beginning in th, ch, sh, or wh). To its credit,
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Open Court does see the need to teach the children these

words. And it attempts to teach them through one reasonably

viable means, pre-decodable books. These books (copies of

which are read in class; other copies are sent home so the chil-

dren can practice) contain little stories using simple sentences

made up of sight words, plus pictures, such as  “I see the ...” and

a picture of, say, a school. There are 25 such books, each of

which tends to increase in difficulty—that is, to feature more

and more challenging sight words than the previous books in

the series. These books are effective, but they go only so far,

since after several readings the children can “read” these books

by memorizing the story, without being able to recognize the

sight words. What the children also need, and what Open Court

does not provide, is the opportunity to see—to read and to

write—these words in other contexts: sentences incorporating

sight words to  be copied and read back to an adult; lists of

words to be copied and read to an adult; flashcards, etc. As with

learning to recognize the letters, children who have not had the

prior academic exposure that most middle-class children

receive in the home need to be visually exposed to these words

an infinite number of times so that the kids can learn them and

be able to recall them when they see such words in reading

material. Open Court does not provide this.

(8) Open Court does not offer sufficient opportunities for the

children to learn, and particularly to practice, the skills neces-

sary to reading, most crucially, being able recognize the letters

and to associate the letters with their respective sounds. To be

more specific (and more blunt), Open Court provides patheti-

cally little supplementary material to provide our children with

the reinforcement and review that the kids need, even of the

concepts and skills Open Court wishes to teach. There is a

workbook, whose activities consist mostly of identifying a pic-

ture and writing the letter that makes either the first or the last

sound of the particular word represented by the picture. This

book has a total of about 120 pages for a school year that con-

sists of 180 days. There are also two books that exist only in

teachers’ editions, which provide a page or two of reinforcement

activities, similar to those in the workbook, for each

letter/sound. There are activities that focus on sequencing and

describing little stories, but as far as the basics are concerned,

there is excruciatingly little. This deficit, I believe, flows directly

from Open Court’s underlying assumption that what the chil-

dren most need is to develop their phonemic awareness

through purely auditory means, and from its even more funda-

mental misconception that our children enter kindergarten

with a knowledge of the letters.

(9) The Open Court program is overly sequential or “stage-ist.”

In other words, it unnecessarily separates the teaching of certain

concepts and skills—presenting them in sequence—that can be

more effectively taught together. Thus, as mentioned, phone-

mic-awareness skills are taught overwhelmingly through audi-

tory means in a distinct stage, when in fact they can be better

taught and reinforced when combined with a visual presenta-

tion. In a similar manner, the program spoon-feeds the children

the sounds of the letters, one by one, and actually restricts

exposure to the sounds of the other letters. For example, on the

front wall of the classroom, in a position each child must be

able to see, each teacher is supposed to put up Open Court let-

ter/sound cards. On one side of each card is printed a letter,

presented in its uppercase and lowercase forms, e.g., Bb. On the

reverse side, the letters are presented once again, but this time

accompanied by a picture that represents the sound associated

with that letter, say, a ball. At first, all that the children see are

the sides of the cards that show just the letters. As the program

teaches the sounds, it goes through the letters one by one, the

teacher turning over the card of the particular letter being stud-

ied to reveal the picture that represents the sound. Until a par-

ticular letter is reached, the picture side of the card is not

exposed to the children. Presumably, this procedure is designed

to avoid confusing the children, but this concern is silly. The

kids are quite capable of learning many of the sounds simulta-

neously or very quickly one after the other. To help them learn

the sounds, I designed a chart that presents the letters along

with pictures representing their sounds. I ran off copies, one for

each child, laminated them and sent them home, for the parents

to review with their children. And every day, in class, I hold up

the chart and, pointing to each letter and its associated picture,

lead the children in a chant: “Aa (the name of the letter) for

apple, Bb for bee, Cc for cat,” etc. After completing this, we go

back to Aa and chant: “Aa” and then the sound a (as sounded in

cat), “Bb” and the sound b (as pronounced in bee), etc. This

way, the children learn many of the sounds quite rapidly. And

since they do so (while they are learning to recognize the let-

ters), they also learn to read by decoding (sounding out the let-

ters in a word) much sooner than in Open Court’s unnecessari-

ly stage-ist approach. In fact, Open Court does not present
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kindergarten children with any reading material that they are

actually to decode, under  the assumption (I guess) that the

children are not ready for this type of activity. The only reading

material they are given is the pre-decodables, which they read by

memorizing the sight words. The children are presented with

material to actually decode only in the first grade. Why? If

taught well, if drilled in recognizing the letters and in associat-

ing them with their sounds, and if presented with enough mate-

rial to read, our kindergarten students are quite capable of

learning to decode, and, by the end of the year, some of them

decode very well. Thus, the Open Court program unnecessarily

retards our children’s progress in reading.

(10) Open Court has virtually no copying/writing component,

aside from the recommendation that the children write in jour-

nals every day and a (very) few additional writing activities.

Kindergarten students need frequent opportunities to develop

their writing skills, beginning with copying from models and

progressing to self-generated words and sentences. This is espe-

cially true of those children known as tactile learners, those who

need to touch, feel, and move, rather than just to see, hear, and

speak, in order to master literacy (or math) skills.

(11) The Open Court program does not give the children

enough material to read, and what it does give them is not suffi-

ciently challenging. If one thinks about this a minute, this is a

truly astounding charge; so I’ll repeat it. Open Court DOES

NOT GIVE THE CHILDREN ENOUGH MATERIAL TO

READ, AND WHAT IT DOES GIVE THEM IS NOT SUFFI-

CIENTLY CHALLENGING! In learning to read, as in most other

activities that entail difficult skills, such as playing sports or

learning a musical instrument, the most important thing is to

practice. Practice, practice, practice, practice. Especially since so

many of the students in the LAUSD are not exposed to the

things that most middle-class children get exposed to in the

home, it  essential that the children read as much as they can,

and that they be given a wide variety of reading material (at the

level appropriate to them, of course) on which to practice. But

the much-touted Open Court program gives kindergarten chil-

dren very, very little to read. There are the 25 pre-decodable

books. There are (I think) 5 other stories, called “First Step

Stories,” each consisting of no more than a few lines that the stu-

dents, as with the pre-decodables, tend to memorize. And there

are a handful of activity sheets, each containing a sentence or

two, along with a couple of blanks in which the kids write a word

or two, plus a space in which to draw a picture. And that’s it!

Where’s the other reading material? Where are the books the

children desperately need to practice their reading? Where are

the books the children can use to practice their decoding skills?

In Open Court, they don’t exist. Now, this (and the other defi-

ciencies of the Open Court program) might not be so bad if

teachers were allowed (let alone actually encouraged) to supple-

ment the program with additional materials (SUCH AS

BOOKS!) and to modify and adapt it as their experience sug-

gests. But it is a serious deficiency if teachers are prohibited from

doing anything except following the teachers’ manual word for

word. And this is increasingly where the LAUSD is headed.

(12) Ironically then, the Open Court program, which was not

designed for kids learning English as a second language, is

nowhere nearly demanding enough for our students. If they are

taught well, kindergarten children, including English language

learners from lower-class immigrant families, can learn to read

at a far more advanced level than the Open Court program

believes. I know this from experience, because every year most

of the students leaving my class can read at such a level. But this

is not because I have followed the Open Court teachers’ guides

line by line. It is because I have used my knowledge, experience,

and judgment, and my ability to communicate with my stu-

dents and their parents and to know where they are at, to modi-

fy, adapt, and supplement a woefully inadequate and very poor-

ly conceived reading program.

BUREAUCRATIC PRESSURE INCREASES

For some years our school had not really had the opportunity to

experience the LAUSD bureaucracy in action, up close and per-

sonal, as it were. This was because, I now realize, we were being

protected by our previous administration. The principal had

come to the school in the early 1990s, I believe, and the assistant

principal had been there since the mid-1970s. When I arrived at

the school in January 1994, the district, as I have indicated, was

in one of its more laissez-faire periods. But as the rhetoric about

the education crisis heated up, and particularly when Open

Court was adopted, things started to change.

I have already described, from a personal angle, what happened

during the first year of Open Court’s implementation, when the



literacy coaches were being used as enforcers, the so-called Open

Court police. But after one year under that regime, it seemed to

me and other teachers at our school that the powers that be had

backed off and might even have been convinced that the pro-

gram could be better utilized if the teachers were allowed to

modify, adapt, and supplement it, in other words, if we were per-

mitted to use our knowledge, judgment and experience to make

the program work. This definitely seemed to be what was going

on at our school. However, I had an inkling that this might not

be the case throughout the district as a whole. Specifically, at the

salary point classes I attended, I would hear from teachers who

worked at other schools about principals who insisted that each

teacher in a grade teach the same lesson, the same precise way, at

precisely the same time, each day. (This was truly terrifying to

me, especially since, as the years had gone by, I had developed

more and more supplementary material to make the program

work for my students, and every year they did better and better.)

Thus, it looked to me like our school might be different from

other schools in the LAUSD, perhaps even unique.

This feeling intensified when some of us at the school started to

sense that our administrators were coming under pressure from

a bureaucrat higher up (perhaps right above them) in the

LAUSD bureaucracy. This person began visiting our school

more frequently than the person she had recently replaced (so it

seemed to us) and began, also, to evince a tendency toward

micromanagement. During one excursion (I was told this by

other teachers, since my class did not enjoy the pleasure of a

visit), she criticized a kindergarten teacher for doing a mathe-

matics assessment with the children on a one-to-one basis,

claiming that it was a misuse of instructional time. Now, all the

K teachers at our school agree that the only way to get an accu-

rate view of the children’s progress is to test them one at a time.

If one tests them in a group, even a group of three, the kids

can’t focus on the testing materials and won’t mark the correct

answers, even when they have mastered the concepts and skills

being assessed. You might as well not test them at all. But our

visiting bureaucrat had little more to say than to criticize the

teacher for testing the children one on one. (If there’s a waste of

time involved, it’s because of the unbelievable amount of test-

ing we’re required to do.)

We had other hints that things were awry. I recall one time

when our assistant principal (AP) darted into my room

unannounced. It turned out for the good, because I had just

introduced subtraction in two columns to my class, all the

children were getting it, and the AP was suitably impressed.

Afterwards, she apologized for the intrusion. The AP

explained that the bureaucrat in question had made a sur-

prise visit to the school, and since she was insisting that

administrators spend most of their time visiting classrooms,

our AP had to duck into a classroom to get out of the line of

fire. (As if she didn’t have other things to do, like the moun-

tain of paperwork on her desk, she told me, rolling her eyes.)

So, through this type of incident and in other ways, we began

to sense that our administration was experiencing consider-

able pressure from the micromanager “upstairs.”

In hindsight, this was not surprising. On the most basic level,

our (then) administration followed a distinctly different style of

management. Get a good staff, treat them with respect, encour-

age an atmosphere of collaboration and a sharing of ideas, give

teachers the autonomy to try new things, and let them teach.

This approach included allowing the teachers to adapt and sup-

plement the mandated programs. Of course, the school was not

perfect. A few individuals on the staff abused the confidence

that was placed in them, arriving late and/or otherwise not ful-
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filling their duties as conscientiously as they might have. One or

two could have used a real talking to, such as the plant man-

agers who did no more than they absolutely had to. Also, a cou-

ple of teachers would occasionally get their way by bullying the

principal, who didn’t care for confrontations. And perhaps

some student discipline problems were not handled as firmly as

they could have been. In other words, the school wasn’t as

clean, and the ship wasn’t as tight, as some others. But, at least

in my opinion (anarchist that I am), this was well worth the

trade-off, especially since I kept hearing about the regimenta-

tion going on at other schools. In short, our school was a bit

ragged, but it worked.

Naturally, one could see why, from the point of view of a true

believer in time-and-motion studies, it might seem as if our

school was rather like an asylum being run by the inmates. Yet,

despite the obvious pressure from “upstairs,” our administra-

tion was left largely alone, leaving aside surprise visits and other

forms of petty harassment. The rumor we heard was that our

principal was being protected by someone still higher up in the

LAUSD hierarchy, perhaps the head of the local district. Indeed,

our tests scores were very good and going up, and we were,

consequently, a “high-performing” school despite the modest

socioeconomic status of most of our students’ families. After

all, if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. Right?

Not in the Alice-in-Wonderland world of the LAUSD. It seems

that after several years of chomping at the bit, the micromanag-

er “upstairs” was finally to get her chance. In the middle of the

2004—2005 school year, our principal announced, rather unex-

pectedly, that she would be retiring in June. She told us that she

had been offered a job at a private school near where she lived,

and the opportunity to avoid a one-and-a-half hour commute

each way and to be able to collect a pension and a salary at the

same time was too good to pass up. (Perhaps the pressure from

“upstairs” also played a role.) Our assistant principal, it turned

out, was also leaving, although this, I heard, was not voluntary.

She had retired several years earlier but, after a hiatus of a cou-

ple of years, had returned to our school, working as well as

receiving her pension. But in so doing, she had paid a price.

Because she had retired, she was placed at the bottom of the

seniority list when she was rehired, and when our principal left,

our assistant principal was bumped out of her job.

So after years of frustration, Margie Micromanager upstairs was

finally to get a chance to strut her stuff at our school. She

would show us mental cases who was boss. We would then see

how a school should be run.

REALLY  IN THE DOGHOUSE

PART III - THE BUREAUCRACY IN
ACTION—A CASE STUDY

Because our school was under School-Based Management

(under which we teachers supposedly run things), our more

experienced faculty members thought that we, through a hiring

committee, would have the right to choose the new principal.

But since somebody had forgotten to file a “waiver” of some

sort, this was nixed. We were thrown a bone, however, and it

was agreed that the hiring committee would be allowed to

choose a principal from a slate of candidates selected by the

forces “upstairs.” (Do I sense a pattern here?) From what I

heard from a member of the committee, the person the hiring

committee chose seemed to be the best of the several candi-

dates offered. At least she responded with the appropriate lan-

guage about collaboration, cooperation, and teamwork, being

more a player-coach than a manager, etc., which she must have

picked up over her years in the LAUSD. (Perhaps she was

prepped for the interview.)

At a faculty meeting at the end of the school year, our prin-

cipal designee had the opportunity to address the teachers.

She spoke well: She was happy to be here, flattered to be

chosen to lead such a high-performing school that she had

heard so much about. But it soon became apparent that, as

in the LAUSD as a whole, there was a gap between word

and deed.

To be blunt, collaboration was not her style. Our new principal

(let’s call her Mrs. X) arrived on campus in August of 2005,

when most of the school’s staff was still on summer break.

During that time, she began to reveal her approach. A man, a

teaching assistant who had worked at the school for many years

and who was known for his hard work, dedication, and intelli-

gence, approached the principal with a suggestion for handling
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a certain matter. She responded with something like, “Thank

you very much, Mr...., but I’m the principal here and I’ll be

making all the decisions.”

From the beginning of the school year proper, Mrs. X was

determined to put her stamp on the school and its activities and

to ignore the input of teachers and other staff members. Our

previous administration had made it a point, after the first few

days of classes each school year, to ask parents to leave the yard

and the school corridors after they had dropped off their chil-

dren. Mothers and fathers of school-age children, particularly

parents of those in the lower grades, are very protective of their

kids and often hover about them as they wait in line for the

opening bell. Some of the parents even spoon-feed their kids at

breakfast or hold the bottles of juice as the kids drink. But

these children are quite capable of taking care of themselves,

and in fact need to do so, without constant doting. Equally

important, having parents in the yard can be a real problem:

many will not discipline their kids when, in my opinion, they

should—for example, when the children are running, swinging

their backpacks at each other, and fighting—while the parents’

presence inhibits others, such as teachers or aides, from inter-

vening. For this reason, most teachers preferred the old policy

of insisting that parents leave the school after they bring their

children. But Mrs. X mandated that the parents were to have

full access to the school’s play areas and the corridors during

this period and even while the teachers are escorting their stu-

dents to their classrooms, although having a crowd of parents in

the halls at this time is extremely disruptive. Several of us teach-

ers tried to explain our thinking on this issue, but our input was

ignored. Mrs. X said she wanted the school to be more welcom-

ing to the parents than it had been, although, as far as I know,

parents had never complained about an unfriendly atmosphere,

and the school had always been supportive of their involvement

in school activities.

Mrs. X’s bureaucratic style was revealed when she addressed an

issue concerning union representation at our school. Up until

then, we had had two “co-chairpersons” of our UTLA chapter.

One was a woman who went to meetings at the union head-

quarters, handled grievances at the school, gave union reports

to the faculty, and chaired our not-too-frequent chapter meet-

ings. The other, a man, knew the contract exceptionally well,

had considerable experience (including a stint as a principal, I

was told), and had various contacts throughout the district. In

practice, the woman was the chapter chair and the man vice-

chair, but they were both officially co-chairpersons. This was a

relic of the time when the school was on a year-round schedule

and we needed an official chairperson on site when the other

chairperson was off-track. Apparently, this situation disturbed

our new principal’s sense of propriety. She called the first chair-

person into her office, showed her the contract, insisted that

since our school was no longer on a year-round schedule, the

union chapter could have only one chairperson, and demanded

that the other chairperson be removed from his position. The

directive was duly carried out without any discussion among,

let alone a vote by or even a report to, the membership. This

didn’t sit well with the man who was so unceremoniously oust-

ed, let alone, when we found out, some of us paranoid schizo-

phrenics among the faculty. Of course, all Mrs. X had to do (if

something needed to be done at all) was to call both chairper-

sons into her office, suggest that there was a problem, and urge

them to take the issue back to the membership in order to come

up with some kind of solution, for example, making one person

the chairperson and the other an assistant chairperson or vice-

chairperson. But no, given the choice between a nice, collegial

way of handling the situation and an officious one, Mrs. X

deemed the latter preferable at this stage in her career. (She

must have read Dale Carnegie’s classic, HOW TO WIN

FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE PEOPLE.)

I was personally introduced to Mrs. X’s special touch when I

noticed a message in the Spanish version of one of the school

bulletins that are issued to the parents each month. The mes-

sage, an excellent one in terms of its content, discussed how

parents need to help, and in what ways they can help, their chil-

dren with their homework. Unfortunately, the translation was

poor; perhaps it had been done hurriedly. Since Mrs. X had

complimented me on my Spanish after she had heard me

speaking to some of my students’ parents after school one day, I

mentioned the problem with the translation to her. She didn’t

look happy. She asked me if she could count on me for regular

translations, but I told her there were other people at the school

who were far more qualified than I, and I named two universi-

ty-educated native speakers, including the teaching assistant

mentioned above. I did offer to revise the translation, and I

spent a couple of hours doing so, but when I returned it to Mrs.

X, she received it coldly.

Another aspect of Mrs. X’s leadership conception was suggest-

ed by an incident that occurred a month or so later. In an

attempt to improve our school’s attendance (good, but a bit

lower than it ought to be), Mrs. X had instituted monthly

awards ceremonies during which children who had perfect

attendance for the previous month, as well as students selected

by the teachers for noteworthy academic achievement, aca-

demic improvement, or excellent behavior, receive certificates

and special pencils. (Under our previous administration, we

had had these assemblies only twice a year. This was fine with

the teachers because these assemblies take up considerable

time, which we’d prefer, believe it or not, to use for instruc-

tion.) As our new principal and assistant principal announced



the winning students at one of these ceremonies, it became

clear that they were having trouble pronouncing the chil-

dren’s names (50 percent of our students are Latino; 35 per-

cent Armenian). They also erred, but in a different way, when

reading the names of some of the Latino children. In

Spanish-speaking countries, people often have two surnames.

In such cases, the first of the two surnames is usually the per-

son’s father’s last name, the second his/her mother’s maiden

name. When speaking formally, as in an introduction at a

public event, one would use both last names, e.g., Pablo

Sanchez Gonzalez. In informal situations, one might use just

the first of the two surnames, as in Pablo Sanchez. However,

when Mrs. X introduced several of my students, she

announced the children’s first names and the second of the

two surnames (i.e., the children’s mothers’ maiden names).

After the ceremony, I went to Mrs. X’s office to inform her, as

politely as I could, of her error. Her mistake might be taken

as an insult by the Latino parents, and I was concerned that

she make a good impression on them. As it turned out, the

mistake was mine. She reacted very defensively. “Don’t blame

me,” she said. “Blame .... He made up the certificates” (from

which she had read the names). I meekly suggested that the

certificates had been done correctly, and I tried to explain the

Latino custom about surnames, but the damage had been

done. (When I went home, I looked for my copy

of Dale Carnegie.)  

Our new leader’s dictatorial approach was

revealed in virtually all areas of the school’s func-

tioning. Around Halloween, our school would tra-

ditionally have a Halloween parade. Those chil-

dren and faculty members who cared to would

dress up in costumes and walk around the

school’s largest play area, whereas those who did-

n’t care to participate, as well as parents and oth-

ers, would watch from the sidelines. Participation

in the parade was strictly voluntary and the event

a charming break from the school’s routine.

Under Mrs. X’s leadership, however, participation

became mandatory (although students whose

families’ religious convictions prohibited them

from participating were exempt). And what had

been a rather enjoyable occasion was turned into

something closer to a chore.

The school’s Christmas program was handled

the same way. Previously, those classes who

wished to perform (many, if not most, did) were

encouraged to do so. The other classes would

attend the program and celebrate the winter hol-

idays in other ways. To my knowledge, no one—

not parents, students or teachers—had ever objected to this

policy. But under the new regime, participation was obligato-

ry: all classes were required to do something, although classes

were allowed to perform together—for example, as a grade—

if they wished. These changes were simply mandated from

above. There was no effort to convince anyone, to get any-

one’s suggestions, or to hear anybody’s objections. Mrs. X

didn’t care to go through the motions, even to pretend that

she was listening to what other people had to say. The new

modus operandi was simply fiat.

Although our new principal’s innovations may have been

designed to increase parental involvement in the school, their

effect was to alienate the faculty and other members of the

staff. The result was a widening gap between appearance and

underlying reality at the school. On the surface, things might

have looked OK, but underneath they were not. The school’s

personnel was being regimented, ordered about, and disci-

plined, our suggestions and objections ignored. So much for

collaboration and teamwork. One colleague described our new

principal as “not teacher-friendly.”

The change in atmosphere was eventually to be noticed by the

more discerning parents. Every year, in the spring, our school



holds an International Day celebration to recognize our school’s

ethnic and cultural diversity, which is considerable.

Traditionally, the program consisted of two parts: a parade, in

which those students who wished promenaded in the clothes of

their or their parents’ countries of origin and, after the parade,

performances (usually dances) representing various countries

around the world. Also traditionally, participation in this event

was voluntary. Now, this is no longer the case: every child is to

parade; every class must perform. The first International Day

program under Mrs. X’s leadership went reasonably well

(although, for some reason, there was no dance or song repre-

senting Armenia). For some reason, however, the principal sin-

gled out one class and its teacher for particular criticism. This

was a first grade class whose teacher, though not Latina, had

lived in Mexico for six years as a child, and as a result, was flu-

ent in Spanish and knowledgeable about Mexican history and

culture. Given her fluency, and a credential to prove it, this

teacher’s students are generally Spanish-speaking or at least of

Latino background. For International Day, the teacher had

decided that her class would perform a traditional Mexican

dance, which her students had practiced for a month. And it

showed. The performance, with the children dressed in elabo-

rate costumes, was excellent, probably the best in the entire pro-

gram, and the parents observing the celebration, certainly the

Latino parents, were thrilled. It was impressive to see little first

grade children performing a rather elaborate dance in genuine

traditional dress (which I assume the parents helped make).

However, some time after the event, Mrs. X reprimanded the

teacher for spending too much time rehearsing! What’s the old

saying, “You can’t win for losing” (or is it “lose for winning”)?

When the parents of the children who had performed found

out about the criticism, they were not pleased.

In addition to the changes we have discussed, Mrs. X began to

make frequent visits to classrooms to observe teachers at work.

Our previous administrators had made such excursions, but

once they got to know you and could see how your students

fared, such forays became less frequent—a couple of times a

year, not counting formal evaluations. Moreover, after virtually

all their visits, they made it a point to compliment teachers on

what they had liked as well as to mention whatever criticisms

they might have had. As a result, visits, while not exactly wel-

comed, were certainly not feared. Our new principal’s approach

was, predictably, different. Not only were her visits much more

frequent; we would now get memos in our mailboxes with a

slew of criticisms, some highlighted with yellow marker, and

usually a note requesting a conference in her office. There was

rarely a compliment, and the criticisms, frankly, were not very
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useful.

I was the beneficiary of several such drop-ins, one of which I

remember well. After observing me reading and discussing a

story at some length with my students, Mrs. X left the room.

The inevitable memo in my mailbox asked me to meet with

her in her office. At the meeting, she accused me of not

“doing” Open Court, because she had not seen the book I was

reading with the kids mentioned anywhere in the Open

Court teachers’ guide. I explained to her that the book was

one of the set that we had been given by our literacy coach to

supplement the program. These books, organized into the

specific units into which the Open Court program was divid-

ed, were to be read after the class had read and discussed the

selections mandated by the teachers’ manual. In fact, the

book we were exploring—using all the strategies stressed in

the program—was longer, meatier, and more sophisticated

than the stories in the guide. I made no headway with Mrs. X;

she didn’t see the book I was reading listed anywhere in the

teachers’ manual, therefore I wasn’t “doing” the program. She

also expressed concern that she never saw me refer to the let-

ter/sound cards in the front of the room and said she was

worried that my students wouldn’t know their letters and the

sounds when they went to first grade. I assured her that

whatever I might not do well with my students, they were all

solid with the letters and the sounds (and the sight words)

when they left my class. I urged her to speak to the first grade

teachers to verify this if she wished. I also invited her to visit

my class the next day to watch us do an entire Open Court

lesson. She did. But I never heard from her, positively or neg-

atively, about what she saw that day. I hoped I had mollified

her, but I definitely became much more paranoid. From that

point on, I always made it a point to have some obvious

Open Court worksheet on my desk for the children to do,

even though everything I did was in fact integrated with the

program. Interestingly enough, when she did visit my room,

she never concerned herself with how the children were actu-

ally progressing in their reading and other skills; she was only

interested in what I was having them do, that is, whether or

not I was “doing” the required program.

During the course of the year, various rumors made the rounds

of the school. Such and such a person had been reprimanded

by the principal, threatened with suspension without pay for

some infraction or other. A teacher who was being officially

evaluated (“stulled”—named, I believe, after the person who

invented the evaluation process) was under the gun; all sorts of

big shots, in addition to the literacy coach and principal, were
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regularly in her classroom, observing her teach. A custodian had

been “written up” for allegedly refusing a direct order of the

principal. (Much admired for his positive attitude and hard

work, he soon transferred to another school.) The plant manag-

er, not known for the alacrity with which he handled his work,

was also under fire. The Resource Specialist (a Special

Education teacher who works periodically with students from

regular classes) had been ordered to use only Open Court mate-

rials (of which there is very little) when teaching the children.

Other people were being upbraided for going to the assistant

principal (a much more amiable fellow) on some minor matter,

rather than to her. Unfortunately, we were not able to get full

and accurate information about these incidents because, under

the district’s enlightened policies, once an employee files a

grievance against an administrator, she/he is not allowed to talk

to anyone about it (nor is anyone else, not even the union chair-

person who handled it).

It was unclear what the overall purpose was behind Mrs. X’s

innovations, except to prove—to the school’s staff, the LAUSD

higher-ups (and probably herself)—who was in charge.

Apparently, the leadership training sessions (assuming there

were any) of the administrators’ classes she had taken hadn’t

clued her into the fact that strong leaders don’t have to resort to

such clumsy methods to demonstrate their authority. Or, per-

haps she was indeed following what she had been taught. In the

field of education, one never knows.

To be fair, Mrs. X was new to the job. She had never been a

principal before, only an assistant principal, and her teaching

experience was limited: 12 years, I was told, plus some years as a

teaching assistant, all confined to the upper grades. (There was

also a rumor making the rounds that she had failed the princi-

pal’s test when she last took it.) Lastly, Mrs. X was undoubtedly

under a lot of pressure from her superiors in the LAUSD

bureaucracy to kick us into line after our previous, supposedly

overly permissive, administration. But beyond her limited expe-

rience and questionable ability, there was a purely personal,

even vindictive, aspect to Mrs. X’s style. This was revealed in an

incident involving a high school student who periodically vol-

unteered on our campus.

Our school had always welcomed the presence of such student

volunteers. They are students from the local middle and high

schools who, during their off-track times, offer their services to

the local elementary schools and perhaps to other institutions,

such as hospitals. I don’t know if they are required to do this or

are offered extra credit for doing so, but for whatever reason,

these kids come and help out at our school, in the classroom

and elsewhere. Though occasionally one or two don’t take their

responsibilities very seriously (missing days, for example, or not

being diligent in doing what they are asked), most of them are

hard working and a pleasure to have in the classroom. In many

cases, after a bit of training, they are as good as adult teaching

assistants. Quite a few of the volunteers I have had in my class

have been former students of mine, kids I had when they were

in kindergarten and whose memories were positive enough for

them to want to come back and relive the experience.

One of these volunteers was a boy who had been in my very

first kindergarten class. I remember him as being bright, but

with a tendency to get distracted while working independent-

ly. As a result, he had trouble finishing his work. (Once, dur-

ing a writing assignment, he had chewed an entire pencil—

these are big kindergarten models—down to the tip, swallow-

ing both wood and graphite core.) Despite his distractibility,

and despite the fact that he was overly protected by his nerv-

ous, doting mother, by the end of the year, he was reading

well (in Spanish - these were the years of the bilingual pro-

gram) and knew his math. He later spent some time in special

education classes (the official reasons for which I never dis-

covered) but managed to survive them, and had turned into a

mature, intelligent, and responsible young man. He liked the

children and worked well with them, and they liked him back.

(He initially told me he thought I was too “mean” to them—I

think he meant “strict”—but later, after some weeks of trying

to manage them, he conceded that it was necessary if they

were to learn.)

Volunteers like this student became even more valuable to the

primary grade teachers after our new administration cut way

back on our budget for teaching assistants. These cuts left us

without vital help during crucial blocks of instructional time,

particularly those in which we taught language arts and mathe-

matics. It also meant that there was insufficient adult supervi-

sion in the yards during recess and lunch periods. The situation

had gotten so bad—and unsafe—that the principal, assistant

principal, and even the office manager were often, but inconsis-
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tently, outside, watching to make sure there were no disasters.

(Early in the school year, two kids had fallen off the play appa-

ratus in the primary yard and had broken their arms.) But for

much of the time, one or two teaching assistants were attempt-

ing to supervise a large number of playing (and occasionally

fighting) children all by themselves.

Concerned about this situation, one aide who had worked at

the school many years, several in my class, asked my volunteer

(whom she had taught in kindergarten) to help her out in the

yard during lunch. After clearing the request with me, the boy

was out there dutifully trying to maintain control of the kids,

despite the fact that they realized he wasn’t a teacher, an aide, or

even, really, an adult. Instead of thanking him for his efforts,

Mrs. X reprimanded him. He was supposed to spend all his

time in my classroom, she scolded, even though he told her that

he had asked for and gotten my permission to be outside. Some

time later, when he arrived at school one morning (remember,

he wasn’t being paid for this), our kind leader upbraided him

for not saying “Good morning” to her and, as if in exchange for

his many hours of dedicated service, told him he would no

longer be welcome on campus; in other words, she banned him

from the site.

The net result of Mrs. X’s methods was an increasingly poison-

ous atmosphere at our school. The morale of many teachers

and other staff members was poor and sinking further. Things

people once did out of a sense of concern for the school, such

as picking up trash or trying to prevent kids from running in

the halls, were no longer being done. There was less comrade-

ship among the faculty, and a palpable aura of intimidation

pervaded the school. People didn’t know whom they could talk

to and whom to trust. Some of the parents saw what was going

on. The atmosphere had changed, they said: the school was no

longer a happy place and the faculty appeared to be divided.

Toward the end of the school year, Mrs. X was to pay a price

(admittedly small) for her leadership style. She wanted to

change the school’s bell schedule, delaying the starting bell in

the morning and all other bells by nine minutes, so that the

first bell would ring at 8:00 A.M. rather than at 7:51 A.M. Her

reasoning was that starting later would cut down on the num-

ber of “tardies,” kids arriving late to school. This issue, unlike

many others, was referred to a faculty meeting for a discussion

and a vote. Several teachers, including myself, suggested that

changing the bell would have little impact on tardies because,

judging from our personal experience, people who generally

run late will almost always run late, no matter what time they

are supposed to be someplace. In other words, students who are

late at 7:51 A.M. will probably be late at 8:00 A.M. The issue

wasn’t intrinsically important to us; in fact, had Mrs. X not

been so brusque and quick to shoot down other people’s input,

we probably would have acceded to her request. But since she

had been so rude, the teachers, almost instinctively, decided to

push back, and her proposal was voted down.

The faculty was to flex its muscles on another issue at about the

same time. In the LAUSD, teachers in each elementary school

are allowed, within certain limits, to select their class assign-

ments for the coming year. This was something won by the

UTLA (in exchange for a wage cut, I believe) before I began

working for the district. Although the bureaucrats had nibbled

away at the gain, they hadn’t been able to get rid of it. As a

result, toward the end of a given school year, the administration

of each school posts a list, based on the school’s projected

enrollment, of the classes it expects to have for the following

school year. The list is called the matrix. At our school the

teachers have a run-through at a UTLA meeting, during which,

in order of seniority, they indicate on the matrix the class they

want for the next year. (A few teachers, because of particular

credentials they may have, are obligated to take certain classes,

but most teachers may choose any class.) This dry run is held

to avoid having teachers squabble in front of the administra-

tion. The process is then repeated, this time officially, at a regu-

lar faculty meeting some time later. Although this procedure

had worked well in the past and was satisfactory both to teach-

ers and to the previous administration, our new principal

insisted it now be done differently. She had no control over the

run-through, since that was strictly a union matter. But instead

of allowing the official selection process to take place as it had,

she demanded that the teachers, after school hours on a desig-

nated day, enter her office one at a time to choose their classes.

Most teachers were bothered by this, since it seemed to serve no

purpose except to remind us who was the boss. Consequently,

the teachers decided to meet on the assigned day in the school

library (where faculty meetings are usually held) and to post

the matrix there. After each teacher was summoned to Mrs. X’s

office and wrote his/her initials on the appropriate line on the



official matrix, he/she returned to the library and repeated the

process on the unofficial matrix there, thus rendering Mrs. X’s

procedure a formality. It was a small thing, no doubt, but it

showed that a majority of teachers were not enthusiastic about

the new principal’s style.

It was during this process that the faculty had a chance to learn

what was really going on with the teacher who, we had heard,

had had a bad evaluation earlier in the year. When, during the

run-through of signing the matrix, it was her turn to select a

class for the next year, she announced that she wouldn’t be

coming back; she had received an unsatisfactory “stull,” she said.

(These are very rare in the LAUSD.) She couldn’t get through

this announcement without falling apart.

Amid tears and sobs, she gasped that for 15

years she had been told that she was a good

teacher; now she was being informed that she

was unfit to educate children. Not only had

she gotten a bad “stull,” the union chairperson

told me later, but the principal had refused to

let her transfer to another school (“Why

should we inflict our ‘garbage’ on somebody

else?” she was reported to have said), thus

possibly forcing her out of her job. The

teacher in question certainly could have used

some help. Her English wasn’t perfect (she

had not been born in the United States), her

management skills were not the best, and she

was generally disorganized and accident

prone. But she was a sweet and caring person

and didn’t deserve to be treated as shabbily as

this. She could have been urged, for example,

to take an English class and a classroom man-

agement workshop to improve her skills. But no, our new prin-

cipal, secure in her prowess as an administrator and educational

leader, was determined to make the teacher eat crow and to run

her out of the school system. Fortunately, the teacher was con-

vinced to file a grievance and to try to stick it out. So, by the

time the official matrix-signing process took place, she duly

went in and signed up for a class. She would have one more

year to prove herself.

I should mention that Mrs. X did have a positive vision for the

school, one facet of which was to improve the overall look of

the campus. Consequently, trees were purchased, then planted

around the perimeter of the school one Saturday by volunteers

from among the school’s staff, parents, and students. Several

bungalows, once utilized but now no longer needed, were

removed, and arrangements were made to have the school

painted. Another aspect of the principal’s vision was to increase

parent involvement in the school’s activities. Hence the monthly

award ceremonies and the mandatory Halloween, Christmas,

and International Day activities. Mrs. X also instituted a “Family

Math Night,” during which parents and students visited class-

rooms one evening to observe, and participate in, various math

activities. (Teachers’ participation in this was voluntary, proba-

bly because it was held after hours.) And an ESL (English as a

Second Language) class for parents, which had been held peri-

odically in the past, was started up again. Some of the motiva-

tion for this vision was our school’s declining enrollment. Not

only were families leaving the area, some of those remaining

were enrolling their children in a school in a more upscale

neighborhood nearby. Aggravating the situation still further was

the fact that a group of (presumably) middle-class parents in

our school’s area had organized a charter school. (Such schools

are freer to utilize more innovative instructional methods than

district schools.) The charter school had not yet found a site in

our neighborhood but was already functioning at a temporary
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location not too far away. This charter school, so Mrs. X told

us, was attracting students who would otherwise attend our

school. Increasing parental involvement and prettifying our

campus would, she hoped, make our school more attractive to

families in the area, enabling us to compete with the other

schools.

It should have been obvious, though, that regimenting the staff,

stifling creativity, destroying teacher morale  and angering par-

ents would not likely help our school to vie with a charter

school—in other words, to attract parents already leery of the

LAUSD—no matter how pretty the campus might look. But

Mrs. X’s vision was limited entirely to the external. Our school

might look better on the outside, but inside, its soul—what

made it work—was being destroyed.

TEMPEST IN A SCHOOLYARD

I spent the summer trying not to think about what was taking

place at our school and what might happen to me the following

year. It was my year to be “stulled.”

In August, I came in to school on several days to set up my

room after the summer cleaning. It was at this time that I

learned something particularly disturbing to me. A parent (call

her Ms. C) who was very active in the school—and whom I

knew and respected—would no longer be working in the

school’s after-school program. This was a significant blow to

the school community. Ms. C had been involved with the

school for 25 years. All her children, including several she had

adopted, had gone to school there. She had worked as a

teacher’s assistant and had been in charge of the lunch tickets

when the school, under Title I of the Civil Rights Act, was

required to have them. She volunteered in various other capaci-

ties, such as collecting dues and organizing activities for the

PTA, helping to set up International Day parades, and assisting

in many other ways. Most recently, she had worked in the after-

school program, supervising the kids, helping them with their

homework, and talking to them about their personal problems.

She was extremely well liked and admired by virtually all the

people who dealt with her: students, parents, teachers, and at

least until recently, administrators. In short, she was a tremen-

dous asset to the school. Now, it turned out, she had been

kicked out of the after-school program.

It seems that sometime during the previous spring, Mrs. X, had

contrived to replace the then current after-school program with

a different one. There may have been other advantages to the

new program over the old one, but not the least of them was

the provision that principals at each school would have the

final say over who worked at their site. Although Ms. C had

been hired by the organization that ran the programs, Mrs. X

had refused to allow her to work at our school even though (or,

as it turned out, because) she (Ms. C) had been such a fixture

at the school. To make matters worse, Mrs. X lied to the parents

about her role in the affair. When, at an orientation meeting for

those whose children would be in the program, the parents

found out that Ms. C would not be involved, they were quite

upset and wanted to know why. At this point, the school’s office

manager, who was attending the meeting and translating, tried

to deflect the blame from Mrs. X, claiming that she had not

been responsible for the decision. But a parent present, who

had also been active at the school and who knew what had hap-

pened, revealed the truth: the decision to remove Ms. C from

the after-school program had been made entirely by Mrs. X.

Needless to say, this didn’t sit well with the parents. To make

matters worse, many kids who had been in the program the

previous year were not able to enroll in the new one. The rea-

son was that the previous year, their parents had been told that

the children who were in the old after-school program didn’t

need to be signed up for the new program but instead would be

“rolled over” into it. It turned out, however, that this wasn’t so,

and the kids had been excluded (the number of students

allowed in the program was limited) and were placed on a wait-

ing list. As one can imagine, these parents, and many others,

were angry.

The background to Ms. C’s removal was something like this. In

her paranoid way, Mrs. X made a concerted effort to collect all

the keys that various teachers and other people involved in the

school had in their possession but that, according to Mrs. X,

they shouldn’t have. She was particularly concerned about one

kind of key, which opened a number of doors. The previous

administration, who had more trust in the staff and volunteers

than did Mrs. X, had allowed people to keep these keys, and as

far as I knew, there had never been a problem. But Mrs. X

wanted all the keys. Although Ms. C had told Mrs. X that she

didn’t have the key in question, Mrs. X started to talk about
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this—that she suspected Ms. C really did have the key—behind

Ms. C’s back. When Ms. C found out about this, she confronted

Mrs. X in the yard after school one day, berating her for spread-

ing rumors and not coming directly to her.

There was an additional, more personal, side to this affair. Since

her time at the school, Mrs. X had become very close with the

office manager. They were often seen going out together, and he

spent a lot of time in her office instead of taking care of his

other responsibilities. Moreover, the office manager, who was

considerably younger than both Mrs. X and Ms. C (both were

in their forties), had been close to Ms. C. She was his godmoth-

er, he had been the best man at her wedding, and he had lived at

Ms. C’s house at a crucial period during his life. As a result of

these ties, Mrs. X, Ms. C, and the office manager had socialized

together. This, as well as the fact that Mrs. X was jealous of Ms.

C’s relationship to the office manager and had shown it in

rather rude ways, made Mrs. X’s rumor-mongering even more

offensive to Ms. C.

Ms. C told me later that during their confrontation, Mrs. X had

admitted that she felt intimidated by Ms. C because Ms. C had

so much “history” at the school, specifically, that she was so well

known and liked by people in the school community.

Apparently, Mrs. X’s response to Ms. C’s impertinence, and to

her own insecurity, was to finagle Ms. C’s removal from the

after-school program. As a result, the school lost a dedicated

and capable person. (Perhaps it made Mrs. X feel better.)

THE NEW YEAR

During the week prior to the start of the official school year,

the school held three days of “professional development.”

These were optional. Although I had no reason to believe that

these sessions would be any less vacuous than the others I had

attended, I decided to show up anyway. I could certainly use

the extra money. But more important, I was hoping it would

help my standing with Mrs. X; I believe administrators are

evaluated in some way by the number of the people who come

to these things.

At the end of that week, on the Friday before Labor Day, we had

a “pupil-free day.” This is a regular work day; staff members are

required to come to work, but no children are present, and the

day is usually devoted to meetings of some kind or another. At

one of these meetings, we discussed and evaluated our school’s

test scores, i.e., the results of the state examinations the students

had taken the previous spring. As I mentioned, our scores had

gone down, with the decline being concentrated among the

Latino students. We discussed this and related issues—the test

results were broken down by grade level and subject areas—but

I don’t remember much coming out of these discussions. Mrs.

X did inform us, however, that if our scores on the tests to be

taken the following spring were to decline again, the school

would be put on “Program Improvement.” This meant that we

would no longer be considered a “high-performing” school and

would require special help. (According to an article in the LA

TIMES of December 12, 2006, 309 out of 874 schools in the

LAUSD are in this category.) From what I had heard and from

what could be surmised, that would signify, among other things,

more bureaucrats visiting the school and even more regimenta-

tion. (Just what the doctor ordered.)

Personally, I wasn’t surprised by the test results. Having read a

considerable amount of military history and watched a lot of

football games, I believe morale plays a tremendous role in how

any group of people who work or play together actually func-

tions. And it was obvious to me that the morale at our school

had been significantly eroded; certainly mine had. On top of

this, it was my firm impression that one of the reasons our

school had performed well over the years was that it had a dedi-

cated and experienced staff that had been allowed a consider-

able degree of autonomy in the implementation of the mandat-

ed programs and in other areas of the school’s functioning. And

it was just this autonomy that the new principal, egged on by

the bureaucrats upstairs, was so intent on eliminating.

At another meeting on this pupil-free day, we discussed our

school’s “culture.” This discussion was based on the tabulation

of questionnaires we had filled out the previous June, requesting

our impressions of how the school functioned; e.g., did people

work well together, was the overall atmosphere at the school

positive, did the school encourage innovation, was the adminis-

tration sensitive to the needs and feelings of the staff, were the

parents involved, etc. As it often is in such sessions, the faculty

was asked to break into small groups (based on the tables at

which we were sitting) to discuss our ideas on how the school

might improve. Under Mrs. X’s regime, I tried to avoid speaking



at these meetings. I knew from experience that input from the

school’s staff was almost always ignored. Moreover, what I, in

particular, had to say—that Mrs. X didn’t listen to anybody,

that she took suggestions and criticisms as personal attacks,

that this and the regimentation going on in the school were

destroying morale—would certainly not be appreciated by her,

and I sensed that I was already in hot water. However, other

staff members hadn’t reached the same degree of enlighten-

ment (or cynicism) as I had, and they ventured their opinions.

One colleague suggested that, instead of discussing these ques-

tions just twice a year, we address them periodically at our

monthly faculty meetings to see how we’re progressing. I actu-

ally thought this idea might be welcomed, since

it seemed to take the question seriously, but Mrs.

X rejected the suggestion on the grounds that

there wasn’t enough time at the meetings.

Another teacher, the former UTLA vice-chair-

person, raised the point that, in his experience,

there was a direct correlation between a school’s

academic achievement and the number of teach-

ing assistants on its staff, implying that the

administration’s drastic cutback of teaching

assistants (TAs) would hurt the school. In reply,

Mrs. X charged that when she enters classrooms,

she often sees TAs checking students’ homework

instead of working directly with the children. In

other words, she scolded us for not knowing

how to use our TAs correctly. (I confess that I

have my TA—when I have one—go through the

kids’ folders, take out the homework done the

night before, check to see whether it has been

done properly, or done at all, and put the new

homework in the folders. This is the only clerical

task I have ever asked my TAs to do, and I still

don’t know what the matter with it is, if it enables me to spend

more time working with the children or to relax a bit during

my breaks and lunch periods, instead of having to go through

the children’s folders at those times.)

Another faculty member, who often went out of her way to

pick up trash around the school, raised her concern that the

school wasn’t as clean as it might be. Among the reasons for

this, she felt, was that many students were littering—dropping

their napkins or other papers and not picking them up. She

thought that if the principal made a firm declaration at the

beginning of the year that this would not be tolerated, it would

help. This suggestion, too, was dismissed. The problem, Mrs. X

contended, was the plant manager, and she was working on

this, insinuating that she was trying to get rid of him. This

response, like the others, typifies Mrs. X’s approach to leader-

ship. Instead of welcoming the teacher’s suggestion, coming as

it did from a real concern for the school, and asking for addi-

tional input about how to deal with the problem, she simply

rejected it out of hand, laid the blame entirely on one individ-

ual—who wasn’t even there to defend himself—and broadcast

her intention of getting the man fired, or at least transferred.

As if by design, our afternoon meeting was devoted to the

annual presentation and discussion of the district’s “mission

statement” and ethics policies. This is where we get the largest

dose (including inspirational videos) of the verbiage—de

rigueur in the LAUSD—about how we are to treat each other,

the students, and their families: about collegiality, cooperation,

creativity, sensitivity, service to the community, and the other

fine principles that the district tramples underfoot every day of
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the year. So devoted is Mrs. X to these ideals that she deemed it

necessary to read these statements and policy memoranda word

for word, stopping to expatiate upon those issues she considered

deserving of special emphasis. She spent a great deal of time

talking about humiliation: that we, as educators, should not

humiliate the children when we reprimand them and that we

shouldn’t humiliate each other. She also ventured a personal

complaint: she herself had felt humiliated by the way other staff

members had spoken to her at meetings, and she insisted that if

we had criticisms to make of her, we should do this in private.

This, remember, came after a meeting (indeed, after an entire

school year) in which she had so unceremoniously (rudely and

publicly ) rejected any and all suggestions raised by staff mem-

bers about how the school should be run and had personally

humiliated several teachers and other members of the staff. This

is the LAUSD in a nutshell.

When the children arrived at school the day after Labor Day, I

jumped right into my academic program, most important

(believe it or not), Open Court. Among other things, I wanted

to give the kids a head-start in learning certain skills the pro-

gram addresses. So, in addition to doing what the teachers’

guide calls for, each day I read the first two or three pre-decod-

able books to the kids. I reviewed the sight words featured in

these books (the, here, is, a, an, I, see) with flash cards and on

the board. I explained rhyming words to the children and came

up with examples as often as I could. I started to teach them the

ABCs in the ways I had used effectively in the past, and to

review the sounds of the letters. I read the first of the pre-

decodables with the class, sent copies of the book home with the

kids, and found time to read the book with each student over

the course of the following few days. Also, each day after I had

gone through the first two sections of the Open Court lesson, I

had the children trace and recite the alphabet, copy and read

back the sight words, identify and color the rhyming words. I

also read additional stories, most in big book format, with them.

In short, I was supplementing the program—modifying, adapt-

ing and adding to it to meet the specific needs of my students.

The children were doing very well. I was particularly impressed

with how fast they were picking up the calendar; for example,

not only identifying what day of the week it was, but also deter-

mining what day it had been the day before, what day it would

be the next day, etc. The previous year it had taken quite a few

weeks for the kids to figure this out, and this class was respond-

ing well after just a few days. I was also excited by how rapidly

they were learning the sight words. After less than a week, they

could all identify the word “the” out of context and could also,

therefore, read the first of the pre-decodables. As a result, we

were ready to move on to the second one, even though it didn’t

come up in the program until quite a few les-

sons later. Also indicating the kids’ progress, six

students had already known or had quickly

learned the ABCs (out of order, uppercase and

lowercase), and I had started them in an old

basal reader that is considerably more chal-

lenging than the pre-decodables. The parents

were thrilled because their children were learn-

ing so much.

True, there were some behavior problems.

Several kids were having trouble sitting still,

standing in line, finishing their work, or not

bothering other kids, but this behavior isn’t

that rare for this early in the school year, and I

usually get the children well under control

after a few weeks. I also had one boy who had

been identified as requiring special help.
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Though physically adept—strong and coordinated—he was

extremely immature and delayed in his language development.

He couldn’t sit still for more than a minute, could hardly work

without supervision, and tended to distract, and even hit, the

other children. But, amidst large ups and downs, he did seem to

be making progress, both academically and behavior-wise.

Besides the behavior problems, some of the kids were way

behind academically: they couldn’t say the ABCs, didn’t know

any letters or numbers, didn’t know the basic shapes and colors.

But this, too, wasn’t out of the ordinary, and given the way I run

my class (if I’m allowed to), these children would get caught up.

All in all, it looked like it would be a very good year.

My euphoria, however, was tempered by Mrs. X’s interventions.

She had come into my room at about 9:00 A.M. on the third

day of school. We had completed the phonemic-awareness exer-

cises mandated by the Open Court teachers’ guide and had just

finished analyzing the first story in the unit, about a dog going

to kindergarten. While the children were still on the carpet, I

was showing them the various papers they were to do. These

included one for tracing and reciting the ABCs, another for

copying and reading the sight words, and a blank sheet of paper

on which they were to practice the correct method, according to

Open Court, of writing the letters. I then demonstrated this

method several times on the board in the front of the room,

handed the children the blank sheet, and told them to go to

their desks, write their names on the paper, and wait for me, so

we could do the exercise together. At that point, Mrs. X stormed

out of the room.

During my recess, I checked my mailbox, and sure enough,

there was a memo, complete with yellow marker. On it, Mrs. X

accused me of not following my posted schedule (that is, not

teaching language arts when I was supposed to), not “doing”

Open Court, and not following the mandated pacing plan

(telling me what lesson I should be on), and asked me to see

her. At our conference, she repeated these accusations. I insisted

that I was teaching language arts at the scheduled time, that I

was “doing” Open court and was indeed following the pacing

plan. She didn’t respond to this. Instead, she mentioned the

sheets that I had demonstrated to the children, admonishing me

that they were not officially Open Court materials. I told her

that I was under the impression that we were allowed to supple-

ment the program, adding that virtually all the supplemental

materials I use are integrated, in terms of content, concept, or

skill, with the program. She demanded that I show her, in writ-

ing, where it says we were allowed to supplement the program.

(I couldn’t do so because it had never been put in writing.) She

also accused me of having the kids do the writing exercise by

themselves (horrors!), instead of under my direction as mandat-

ed by the teachers’ guide. I informed her that she had left the

room early and perhaps hadn’t heard that I had told the chil-

dren to write their names on the papers and to wait for me

before starting the assignment so we could do the exercise

together, which we did. She didn’t reply to this either. She then

reprimanded me for demonstrating the exercise while the kids

were on the carpet instead of at their desks, and for not having

the children trace the lines with their fingers in the air, as the

guide mandates. After that, she criticized me for having the chil-

dren trace, write, or color on reproduced worksheets. “We used

to teach that way,” she said, “and it didn’t work. Now we teach

differently.” Finally, she ordered me to follow the Open Court

teachers’ guide word for word, sentence by sentence, without

deviation, omission, or addition, and explicitly forbade me from

using any supplemental materials.

Deep inside, I felt there was little to be gained by arguing with

her. She had decided that I wasn’t “doing” Open Court, and my

protestations to the contrary had been, were, and would be, dis-

believed and ignored. Instead of recognizing that what I was

doing was making the program work for children for whom it

wasn’t designed, she saw me as perversely subverting district

policy and doing my own thing. The fact that my students have

received excellent tests scores over the years; that most of my

students’ parents think very highly of me; that each year, large

numbers of my kids are younger siblings, relatives, friends, and

neighbors of children I have taught previously; that every year,

during enrollment of new kindergarten students, my class fills

up first because so many parents request that their children be

placed in my class; that the first grade teachers tell me they

enjoy getting my former students because they can read—none

of this mattered to Mrs. X. As she saw it, I wasn’t “doing” Open

Court, and that was enough.

It also became obvious to me that she didn’t know anything

about kindergarten. I knew that she had never taught it, but she

was, apparently, not even familiar with the Open Court pro-

gram for the grade, and had no idea about—and didn’t care to
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learn—whether the program actually worked with the children

we teach. But there was more to it than this. Mrs. X seemed to

believe that the program was somehow magical, cabalistic, that

if it were followed literally word by word, sentence by sentence,

paragraph by paragraph, without any change, addition or

omission, all the children would learn how to read. It was like

an incantation: one word, even one syllable, altered—mispro-

nounced, omitted, added—and the spell would be broken. I

sensed, also, that I was dealing with someone so insecure and

so defensive that nothing I could possibly say would persuade

her. The fact that I was older and more experienced than she

was, that I had, in particular, more experience teaching kinder-

garten than she did, meant nothing. In fact, it probably made

things worse. I recognized that somebody who, throughout her

first year at our school—her first year as a principal—had not

been able to accept a single suggestion, let alone a criticism,

from anybody on any issue, and who couldn’t even pretend to

do so, wasn’t going to listen to a thing I had to say. So I told her

that she might as well start writing me up, because I couldn’t

follow her directive. I could not and would not just read the

Open Court teachers’ manual to my students without using any

supplemental materials and doing whatever else I could to

ensure they learned as much as they were able.

Aside from worrying about my fate, I spent the next few days

talking about what had happened to teachers I felt I could

trust. I was particularly interested to learn whether they were

adapting Open Court in their classrooms. To a person, they

said, “Yes, you have to.” Apparently, Mrs. X had not prohibited

them from doing so (perhaps that was for the future); it

seemed that I was being singled out for special treatment. I

also spoke to our UTLA chapter chair on the telephone. She

had not been at the school for several months, having fallen

the previous year and injured her knee, which had required

surgery and extensive physical therapy. Periodically during the

previous year, I had asked her whether teachers had the con-

tractual right to adapt the mandated programs, particularly

Open Court, to suit our students’ needs. She had assured me

we had; it was in the contract, in the clause concerning aca-

demic freedom. Questioning this, I had asked her to get offi-

cial clarification, either from the union or from the district

itself, but given her other concerns (besides her injury, her

mother had been ill and then passed away), she hadn’t done

so. When I spoke to her by phone, she suggested I talk to a

teacher (also under attack from Mrs. X) who, she claimed,

knew the contract thoroughly. But the only thing this teacher

could find was the clause on academic freedom. When I read

it, what it seemed to indicate was that in terms of specific

subject matter, teachers were allowed to express their personal

opinions, as long as they were delivering the required instruc-

tion to their students. In other words, if a teacher were teach-

ing his/her students about, say, the Civil War, he/she would be

allowed to express his/her personal opinions about it. There

was nothing, as far as I could see, about our right to adapt,

modify, or supplement mandated, scripted programs.

Those few days were not pleasant, although I tried to do the

best job I could with my students. I wasn’t going to give them

anything less than what I felt they deserved. In fact, three kids

were reading independently—after only a few days of kinder-

garten! But as happy as I was about this, I lived in fear of

another of Mrs. X’s visits.

On Thursday, during the second week of school, Mrs. X came

in, once again, for an observation. Pretty much the same thing

happened as the previous time. It was about nine o’clock. I had

finished with the formal Open Court lesson—the phonemic-

awareness exercises and reading and analyzing the story—and

was demonstrating the papers I wanted the children to do.

These included a sheet on which the kids had to identify,

match, and color pictures representing rhyming words. I then

passed out copies of the second pre-decodable (because the

kids had read the first one), had the children go to their desks,

write their names on the books, and wait for me. We read the

story together, and then, while each child practiced reading it

alone, my student volunteer, my aide, and I went around the

room, reading the story with the kids two by two. (At the

beginning of the year, it’s usually awkward doing this, because

many of the children don’t know what the front of the book is,

can’t turn the pages correctly, can’t find what page they are sup-

posed to be reading, etc., but I do it this way because, once they

get the hang of it, it’s easier to read with them individually or in

pairs.) Mrs. X then left the room.

The expected memo in my box demanded another conference.

But because she was busy and wasn’t on the campus the next

day, this didn’t take place for a couple of days. When our meeting

did take place, it was, as Yogi Berra said, deja vu all over again.
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Well, not quite. In a subtle yet significant way, Mrs. X had

changed her tune. Instead of accusing me of supplementing

Open Court, she now charged me with “supplanting” it. (Had

she spoken with someone upstairs about this?) She reiterated her

conviction that the papers I had the children do did not work

and, once again, prohibited me from using them, any of them.

She was particularly offended by the rhyming-word worksheet

(Oh my God, kindergarten kids coloring!), but she had copies of

the other offending papers in a folder (probably my personal file)

on her desk. (Ironically, the assistant principal had visited my

room earlier in the week, conceivably at Mrs. X’s instigation, and

when I showed him the papers the children were doing and

explained to him how they were integrated with Open Court, he

said he thought they were perfectly reasonable.) Mrs. X also criti-

cized me for reading the pre-decodable book while the children

were at their desks; the Open Court manual directs that this be

done with the kids sitting on the carpet. I tried to explain why I

do it the way I do, but she wasn’t interested. Once again, I asked

for precise clarification: Was she ordering me to do everything in

the teachers’ manual as written, word for word, sentence by sen-

tence, with no additions or omissions of any kind, or any change

in sequence? Was she explicitly prohibiting me from using any

supplemental materials whatsoever? Her answer to both ques-

tions was a firm, “Yes.”

Like the previous time, I sensed that nothing would be gained

by argument. Aside from the fact that, when I had tried, several

times, to explain that I was “doing” Open Court and that all my

materials reinforce the skills taught in the program, she had

never believed me, I also felt that if I followed the program

exactly as she ordered, she would always find something to crit-

icize: I called on two students to do a particular exercise, rather

than three; I had the kids do an activity at their desks instead of

on the carpet; I slightly altered the sequence of such and such a

part of the lesson. I tried to fathom her intent. Was she trying

to get rid of me? Or was she just trying to get me under her

thumb? I couldn’t tell, and I still don’t know. What I did know

was that I couldn’t teach that way; it’s not in me. So I told her,

“Show me how to resign.”

I could see her blanch. She tried, rather feebly, to convince me:

“You should try the program. It really works.” I told her I saw no

point in discussing the question, then left her office—relieved

and sad at the same time. I had done it, and that was that.

Over the weekend I again spoke with the UTLA chairperson.

She urged me to file a grievance. When I asked her how long it

usually takes to get one resolved, she said it might take months,

perhaps a full school year. She also reiterated what she had told

me previously, that once a grievance is filed, the person filing it

is not allowed to speak with anyone, including parents, about it.

Doing so is grounds for disqualifying the grievance. To make

things worse, she reminded me that refusal of a direct order

(such as to read the Open Court teachers’ manual word for

word, and not to use supplemental materials) was grounds for

immediate dismissal. The chairperson also suggested I look into

a transfer. But I had no idea how to do this, nor how to find out

which schools, if any, might have more-enlightened principals.

She also informed me, as if in argument against her own sug-

gestion, that she had been hearing stories about principals

going into classrooms, looking at their watches, and saying to

the teacher, “It is now 9:50 A.M; you should be doing  such and

such activity on page x of the teachers,’ guide”; that principals

wanted to walk out of one classroom, where the teacher was

reading a sentence in the manual and, upon entering another in

the same grade, to hear the teacher reading the next sentence. It

seemed, as I had surmised, that this regimentation was district

policy. Moreover, any school that was located anywhere near

where I live would be under the purview of the same bureau-

crats who were in charge of ours. In fact, they probably already

knew my name (from conversations with Mrs. X) and would

call the principal at whatever school I might wind up at to

warm him/her to keep an eye on me, that is, to make sure I

“did” the program. So, transferring did not seem like a viable

option. As a last resort, the UTLA chairperson suggested I apply

for a leave of absence on the grounds of mental health, i.e.,

stress. Since this might give me time to think about what to do,

I left a note, stating that I was considering this, in Mrs. X’s mail-

box, but various people I consulted urged against this course,

saying that such a leave would not look good on my employ-

ment record.

The following Tuesday, the school celebrated its annual “Back

to School” event, during which parents visit their children’s

classrooms after regular school hours, listen to the teacher

explain certain policies, and speak with the teachers about their

children’s progress (although, at our last faculty meeting, Mrs.

X had expressly prohibited us from doing this). My turnout, as
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it always had been, was excellent. But instead of giving my usual

talk to the parents, I related to them what had been happening

to me: Mrs. X’s accusations of not doing Open Court; her for-

bidding me from using any supplemental materials; her criti-

cism of everything I did, even when I did follow the Open

Court script; my belief, based on my experience, that if I did as

demanded, none of the children would learn to read. I was hurt

and frustrated, and it showed. I told them I was thinking of

resigning, but was considering taking a leave of absence.

The parents were very upset, and angry at Mrs. X. Many of

those whose older children I had taught told the others what a

great teacher I was. Some of those whose children I had not

previously taught said they had heard this from other parents;

“Everybody says so,” they said, waving a hand toward the school

yard. Many indicated that they had already noticed how much

their kids had learned. They urged me to take the leave of

absence, but said they all said they would stand behind me and

wanted to know what they could do. One father suggested they

write a protest letter and have everybody sign it, so a sheet was

circulated and people wrote down their names and telephone

numbers. One mother, who was fluent in both Spanish and

English, volunteered to write the letter. The parents told me

they supported me 100 percent and would back whatever I

chose to do.

Upon further consideration, I decided that the best thing for

me to do was to resign. I had gone over and over the same

questions. With the trend throughout the entire district being

toward ever-increasing regimentation, I felt that whatever I did

to stay on the job, or wherever I went in the district, sooner or

later, the demand of the bureaucrats—read the script and do

nothing else—would catch up to me. If I filed a grievance, I

would still have to follow the Open Court script without any

deviation or supplementation, probably for the entire school

year, and wouldn’t even be able to notify the parents why I was

not giving the kids the extra materials many expected and even

demanded. I suspected, even were I to toe the line, that Mrs. X

would still find fault with what I did and that, at best, I was

likely to wind up with an unsatisfactory “stull.” This would

mean coming under even greater scrutiny the following year.

More likely, Mrs. X would accuse me of disobeying her order

and I would be dismissed, despite my best efforts. It seemed like

a lost cause. Better to leave the district now, to resign voluntari-

ly and to start looking for a job somewhere else, rather than to

risk getting a poor evaluation or being fired outright. So I

informed Mrs. X once again that I wished to resign, and when

she gave me the papers, I filled them out, signed them, and put
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them in her box.

Meanwhile, the parents had gotten their letter written. It

implied that I was being fired, so I explained that officially I

was resigning, but that I felt I was being forced out. They

agreed to change the wording, and once reaffirmed their sup-

port for me. By this time, the resignation papers had gotten to

the assistant principal’s desk. He tried to dissuade me from my

course, told me that he thought I was a good educator and that

he had enjoyed working with me the past year. I certainly was-

n’t convinced to change my mind, but I did agree to check the

box on the form indicating that I would consider teaching

adult education under the LAUSD auspices.

On the day I submitted my papers, Mrs. X spent one full hour

in my classroom. During that period, I went through an

entire Open Court lesson, following the script as best as I

could, without missing, changing, or adding anything. The

children responded fantastically. They sat still for the entire

time (pretty good for five-year-olds); they answered the ques-

tions I put to them and carried out the other tasks I asked of

them. They knew their letters, their sounds, and their sight

words. They showed that they understood the reading selec-

tion and were able to analyze it. Despite what I thought was a

stellar performance (any objective observer would have been

impressed), Mrs. X was scribbling furiously, covering more

than a few sheets of paper. I assumed she was trying to cover

herself, to prove I wasn’t really following the script, lest I

change my mind about resigning or in case there was some

controversy about it afterward.

On Friday, my last day at the school, I told the children I would

be leaving. I tried to explain why, without going into too much

detail and without badmouthing Mrs. X too much. I told them it

wasn’t their fault: they were doing a great job and I loved them. I

don’t think they fully understood what was happening. Later, the

literacy coach came into the room, pale and upset. When we had

time to talk, she told me there had been a parent meeting in the

library. The parents were furious and had charged the principal

with forcing me out. Instead of admitting that she had prohibit-

ed me from using any materials to supplement Open Court, she

asked the literacy coach to explain the program to them. The

coach felt that she’d been put in the middle of the dispute; with-

out quite saying so, she was apologizing to me. I said it was all

right, but I repeated what I had told her in the past, that the

coaches were being turned into administrators and this is the

position she could expect to be put in. Of course, she could have

refused Mrs. X’s demand on the grounds that that wasn’t her job,
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but that would have put her in jeopardy.

I later found out that the parents had demanded that Mrs. X

summon me to the library to answer her charges, but she

refused, saying that it was instructional time and I couldn’t be

asked to leave the room. (This is nonsense, since teachers are

periodically pulled from their classrooms when they have meet-

ings to discuss those of their students who are involved in, or

being assessed for, special education.)

Many parents were angry—not only those of my students, but

others as well. They were upset about what was happening to

me, about the treatment of Ms. C, and about other issues. Some

felt that Mrs. X was a racist, hostile to Latinos (even though she

herself is half Mexican). Some parents told me that at one meet-

ing she had provided for an Armenian translator but not a

Spanish one, even though most of the participants were Spanish

speaking. At another, she had announced that she wanted to get

more white kids into the school (presumably to raise test

scores). She also claimed that Latino children learn differently

from white kids.

All these issues prompted a protest meeting in a nearby park

over the weekend. The letter my students’ parents had written

was signed, reproduced, delivered to Mrs. X and, I presume,

sent to various LAUSD functionaries. Several other meetings

and other activities were planned, but ultimately, after a few

weeks, the movement fizzled out. Probably the main reason for

this was that the faculty didn’t respond with equivalent militan-

cy. There were two union meetings to discuss the issues, but at

the second one, a vote to have Mrs. X removed failed. Of those

present (not a high percentage of the faculty, in fact), the

majority voted to try to get her some help, whatever that

meant. Several teachers felt sorry for her; others were scared,

and/or cynical that anything could be done. I don’t blame them

for being frightened. As her treatment of Ms. C revealed, Mrs.

X was not above acting dishonestly and vindictively. The UTLA

chapter chairperson, as well as the on-site leadership, had invit-

ed Ms. C and me to attend the first of the two UTLA meetings.

But despite this invitation, and despite the fact that Ms. C and I

were both members in good standing of our respective unions,

Mrs. X ordered the acting UTLA chairperson to bar us from

the meeting. As a result, we were not able to explain in person

what had happened to us. Fortunately, the former UTLA co-

chairperson did post a letter I had written to the parents,

explaining why I had resigned, on the UTLA bulletin board in

the staff lounge. Mrs. X  felt obligated to reply to this. At a fac-

ulty meeting, she claimed that all she had done was to ask me

to make minor changes in my program. So much for the

LAUSD’s ethics policies.

Some time after I had resigned, a friend, the other male kinder-

garten teacher, reported to me that a teacher at our school had

recently attended a conference. There, our colleague met a man

who taught where Mrs. X had worked as a teacher for one year.

When the man found out that Mrs. X was the principal at our

school, he said he felt sorry for us. The other teachers at his

school didn’t consider Mrs. X to be a good teacher, he related,

but she went around telling everybody what to do. (Sounds like

administrator material for the LAUSD.)

THE UNION?

So, where was the union in all this? Although the UTLA has a

reputation for power and militancy, it is very weak on the

ground: its ongoing presence in the schools is limited. Its

strength varies greatly from school to school, depending on the

faculty at each site and, probably most important, on the ability

and energy of the chapter chairpersons. At a few schools, the

faculty is well organized and militant; at many others, it is divid-

ed and passive. At some sites, the union doesn’t exist at all; the

chairperson never calls meetings and never attends the broader

gatherings held at union headquarters. The union leaders either

don’t know or don’t care about the union’s on-site weakness;

they hardly ever visit the schools. In the twelve years I worked at

my school, I saw a union leader (a vice-president, I believe) only

one time. She came to explain a contract that had been negoti-

ated but was facing rank-and-file opposition because it included

a concession the district demanded. (This limited teachers’

rights to choose their classes.) Even during elections for the top

offices of the union, nobody showed up at the schools to cam-

paign. (Mainstream politicians travel, give speeches, shake

hands, pat backs, and hold babies, but not UTLA leaders.) As a

result, participation in these elections (merely voting) is very

low; in the last election for union leadership, the victorious slate

got the votes of only a small minority of the membership.

Part of the reason for this state of affairs is that the leaders are
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too involved in politics, locally and in Sacramento. An unbe-

lievable amount of money, time, and other resources are devot-

ed to supporting and campaigning for local and state-wide

candidates and for or against ballot initiatives. Often (surprise,

surprise!) the people the union has supported turn against it

when they get elected. This has happened many times, but the

union leadership never seems to learn anything from this.

After the UTLA supported Antonio Villaraigosa  (who used to

work for the union) in LA’s recent mayoral elections, he came

out with a plan to take over the district. The union leaders ini-

tially saw this as an attack on the entire district, including the

union and the teachers, and opposed it. Then, after they had

been included in secret discussions in Sacramento over the leg-

islation to enable the mayor’s plan, the UTLA leaders, elected

on a militant slate, came out in support. They claimed they had

won key concessions (including some talk of teacher empower-

ment). They also argued, somewhat more quietly, that they

were involved in the process to prevent the bill from being even

worse than it was. But the rank-and-file teachers didn’t go for

these arguments, and the leadership was rebuked in a meeting

of UTLA’s House of Representatives.

Certainly the union is capable of organizing militant, and occa-

sionally huge, demonstrations. Sometimes, during contract

negotiations, the union threatens to strike and the teachers take

a strike authorization vote, but this is just a negotiating tactic. I

doubt the union could organize a successful work stoppage at

this point; too many teachers would cross the picket lines.

There was a strike in 1989, but a lot of teachers continued to

work and there was a lot of bad blood afterward. Several years

later, during California’s deep recession in the early ’90s, what

had been won in the strike was given back and rank-and-file

cynicism toward the union increased.

One cause of the weakness of the union is that the leaders

see themselves (privately; this is never publicly articulated)

as being in a bloc with the school board. Partly, this is sim-

ply to oppose efforts to break up the district, a step that

would threaten the union’s contract and its hegemony over

the teachers. More broadly, the union leaders believe they

are defending public education from its enemies, such as

proponents of vouchers, private schools, and charter

schools. For this reason, the union has generally supported

the district’s efforts to raise test scores (insisting, however,

that the teachers, rather than the district bureaucrats, are

responsible for whatever improvement occurs). To a point,

this isn’t so bad. But it has led the leadership to support

the adoption and implementation of scripted reading pro-

grams, under the belief that they raise scores. Recently, in

fact, the union president, A.J. Duffy, conceded in a public

statement that scripted programs raise scores, but then

added that test scores were not the beginning and the end

of the world (because, among other reasons, they don’t

encourage critical thinking). But the problem is that he

accepts the district’s claim about scripted programs, a

premise that I, and many teachers, believe to be false. As I

have argued, while mandated programs are certainly better

than the invent-your-own-curriculum policies of the

1990s, they are not responsible for the rise in test scores.

Math scores have also gone up but, as I discussed, the pro-

gram in use is not scripted; it allows teachers to modify,

adapt, and supplement it as they see fit (and as they

should). So, given that the union leaders accept the dis-

trict’s false premise, it is no surprise that except for some

occasional rhetoric about teacher empowerment, they have

never seriously opposed either Open Court or the district’s

read-the-program-and-nothing-else policies. The combi-

nation of the union’s weakness on the ground and the

leadership’s outlook has meant that the UTLA has done

very little to defend teachers, undoubtedly not just me,

who have been, and are, being victimized by the district’s

increasingly totalitarian approach. In fact, when I spoke to

a union representative about what had happened to me, he

said that district policy has increasingly been to enforce a

strict reading of the program, and that no arbitrator would

rule against them on this. When I sputtered, “They’re

crazy!”, he replied, “Yes, but they have a right to be crazy.”

CONCLUSION

So, that was the end of my career in the LAUSD. As I write this,

I am now working as a substitute in a nearby school district

and looking for work elsewhere—charter schools, private

schools, county schools, pre-school, tutoring—anywhere but in

the LAUSD. It’s been an experience. I hope I had an impact—

not only academically but personally—on my students and the

other kids at the school who knew me, as well as on their par-

ents. I know they affected on me, deeply, and I will always
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remember them. When I bump into parents at the supermarket,

they tell me how much their children miss me. I miss them

too—a lot—and periodically relive my last few weeks at school,

trying to figure out if there was something I could have done

differently. I don’t think so.

THE OUTLINES OF A PROGRAM

Before I conclude, let me try to answer those readers of Part I

who have asked me what I think should be done to improve the

school system. I will try to summarize my main points.

1. Lower class sizes in all grades. Thirty-five to 50 kids in one

classroom is too many. The figure should be around 25 per class

for all grades. (Some of my older acquaintances have told me

that when they went to school, they had 50 to 60 kids in a class-

room. Despite this, they insist, order was maintained and they

received an excellent education. But times have changed. Today,

the cultural atmosphere—in good measure created by the mass

media, video games, etc.—is no longer such, as it was then, to

back up unquestioningly the authority of the teacher: sass and

rebellion are in. This is probably better than passive obedience,

but it does make teaching a lot harder. Equally if not more

important, contemporary popular culture does not help incul-

cate a positive work ethic among our students; many are simply

not very motivated.)

2. Build more schools and hire more teachers, both necessary if

class sizes are to be reduced.

3. Raise salaries sufficiently and improve the way teachers are

treated sufficiently to attract and retain qualified personnel.

Teachers’ salaries are still lower than those for other profes-

sions requiring equivalent levels of education, while teachers

are subject to a much higher level of abuse. For these reasons,

turnover of teachers, particularly new ones, is still exorbitant.

As I mentioned, roughly 50 percent of new teachers quit

within five years.

4. Devolve authority to elected on-site councils of administra-

tors, parents, teachers, and, at least in the high schools, students.

Local staffs and communities must have the power to truly run

the schools, with control over curriculum, testing, hiring, teach-

ers and administrators. They must be able to restrain, and if

necessary, get rid of, incompetent and abusive administrators. At

the very least, it is essential that classroom teachers have the

right to adapt, modify, and supplement programs to meet the

specific, and individual, needs of their students.

5. Incorporate more on-the-job experience in teacher training

programs. A few student-teaching sessions is not enough.

Would-be teachers should be encouraged, or even mandated, to

spend at least a semester, and perhaps a full year, working full

time in a classroom under the guidance of experienced teachers.

6. Cut the bureaucracy to the minimum and drastically reduce

its now virtually totalitarian powers. Keep the politicians’ hands

off the school systems.

7. Equalize funding for schools. The reality is that for a variety

of reasons, schools in wealthy areas get more money—much

more money—than those in poor neighborhoods. If the coun-

try wants a good school system, this disparity must be elimi-

nated.

8. Improve the living conditions of our students and their fami-

lies. Although a discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of

this essay, the question is crucial. One of the things experience

(and, yes, even research) shows is that academic achievement

generally correlates with social class (the income and education-

al level of the students’ parents). This correlation is not only the

result of the varying quality of the schools that children from

different socioeconomic backgrounds attend. It is also grounded

in the different levels of academic preparation and ongoing sup-

port the children receive in the home, the extracurricular activi-

ties that are available to the kids, and the kinds of expectations

their parents have of them. Our poorest families struggle just to

survive, obviously not a situation conducive to academic

achievement. Most important, all families need good jobs with

health and retirement benefits. They also need affordable hous-

ing, childcare, preschools, after-school tutoring programs, and

ESL and parent training classes, among other things.

Obviously, the program I have just summarized would cost

money. But the money is there. Look at the wars in Afghanistan

and Iraq! The question is, is the country serious about having a

functioning system of public education or not? If it is, a pro-

gram that includes the measures outlined is necessary. The cur-
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rent approach, which does not address the fundamental issues,

won’t work. For my part, I still can’t discern precisely what the

people who run the country actually desire. Do they want a

truly good educational system? Do they want merely to make

marginal improvements in the existing one? Or do they want to

destroy public education altogether? I don’t know. But I suspect

that they would like to have a good school system (they’re hav-

ing trouble finding competent people to fill jobs in science and

industry, and even teaching positions in middle and high school

math classes) but don’t know how to create one and, even if

they did, wouldn’t want to spend the money that would be nec-

essary; they have other priorities. Whatever the case, it will

probably require a mass mobilization of the population to

achieve significant improvements in the public school system.

CODA

As I finish this piece, the Los Angeles school system is continu-

ing to suffer the fate of political toy. Although the courts have

thrown out the mayor’s attempt to take over the school system,

the majority on the newly-elected Board of Education is made

of up the mayor’s supporters, and they are trying to come up

with a scheme that will give the mayor some control over cer-

tain schools. But I have yet to hear a single concrete idea from

him about how to actually solve the problems of the system. In

the meantime, the LAUSD continues on its inspired way. Before

the election, and when the mayor was out of town, the old

board selected David L. Brewer III, a retired rear admiral with

no experience in education (oh yes, his parents were teachers)

who, by his own admission, isn’t good at working with people,

to be the new superintendent of schools. He’s being paid a

salary of $300,000 per year (20 percent more than his predeces-

sor, Roy Romer), a $3,000-per-month housing allowance, and a

$45,000-a-year expense account. Does this look like a solution

to the LAUSD’s problems?

Rather than going on about this, I include here a letter to the

LA TIMES, dated October 16, 2006:

Re “Ex-Admiral Is Named New Schools Chief,” Oct.13

“It is precisely because of decisions by the Los Angeles Unified

School District, such as the choice of a Navy admiral with no

educational leadership credentials, that parents like me hustle

our kids out of the public system as soon as we are able. The

tone and values of any organization are signaled from the top.

The choice of David L. Brewer III clearly demonstrates that the

district favors bureaucratic efficiency and regimentation over

creating a culture of educational excellence.

“I predict that on more school sites than ever before we’ll find

principals enforcing an atmosphere of command, control and

compliance without the cooperation and collaboration essential

to organizational vibrancy and a sense of a genuine learning

community. We’ll see fewer and fewer of those small pockets of

outstanding teachers, the ones who are usually younger and

energetic enough not to have succumbed to the dominant,

repressive bureaucracy.

“Brewer’s selection at least represents an honest statement by

board members about what they hold dear for students in the

district. It’s sad that education excellence lost out in the deal.”

Another letter, this one from the NEW YORK TIMES of August

6, 2002, can serve as the epitaph to my LAUSD career.

“To the editor:

“The debate over reading methods referred to in “Tutoring

Gives Pupils an Edge...for Preschool” (EDUCATION page, July

31), reminds me of the half-dozen elementary schools I toured

in my Brooklyn district in 1998, looking for a kindergarten for

my son.

“One school took my group through the reading resource

room, where the reading specialist told us, with understandable

pride, that she typically received third-grade students who could

hardly read and had them at grade-level within a few months. I

was so impressed that I stayed behind to ask her how she could

succeed in months where the classroom teachers failed in years.

“She then closed the door, unlocked a cabinet and in a conspir-

atorial manner showed me several well-kept copies of the old

‘Dick and Jane’ readers.”

Why write an essay?




